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a b s t r a c t 

The tidal response of Titan ′ s two largest northern seas, Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare, is studied by means 

of a two-dimensional, depth-averaged, shallow water model, SLIM (http://www.climate.be/slim). Kraken 

Mare is formed of two basins, the northern one being assumed to be linked by a single strait, Trevize 

Fretum, to Ligeia Mare. The tidal motions tend to be independent of each other in each basin (i.e., Ligeia 

Mare, Kraken 1 and Kraken 2) which results in sharp transitions in the straits. Our results are overall 

rather similar to those of Tokano et al. (2014), suggesting that a 2D model such as SLIM is adequate 

for modelling Titan ′ s tides and, since it is (presumably) less computationally demanding, may be better 

for sensitivity studies. For instance, the maximum tidal range in Kraken and Ligeia Maria respectively are 

0.29 m and 0.14 m, which is within the range predicted by Lorenz et al. (2014) although smaller by 0.07 m 

and larger by 0.04 m than the estimates of Tokano et al. (2014) (but it occurs at the same location). The 

tidal currents are faster (by about one order of magnitude) in the straits linking those Maria than in 

the basins themselves (with a maximum of 0.36 m/s in the strait linking Kraken 1 and Kraken 2, Seldon 

Fretum). A decomposition of the tidal history into different harmonic components is carried out. Except in 

specific areas such as the straits and the amphidromic point(s), the main tidal component has a period 

of 1 Titan Day. We also briefly studied the eigenmodes of the northern seas whose period is close to 

the tidal period: such modes are very local. Indeed, their magnitude is significant (with respect to the 

magnitude of the modes elsewhere in the seas) in small bay(s) or near the islands of Kraken 2 and Ligeia 

Mare. They are not excited by the tides as they do not appear in the tidal motion. 

A sensitivity analysis to poorly constrained parameters (bottom friction coefficient, depth of Trevize 

Fretum and attenuation factor – the latter is briefly discussed with respect to the values of the Love 

numbers found in the literature) is also conducted. The model parameters are seen to have a significant 

impact on the liquid exchanges between the basins and, consequently, on the tidal range and phase, fluid 

velocity and location of amphidromic point(s). 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Besides Earth, Titan is the only celestial body of the solar

ystem on which liquid-filled surface lakes and seas have been

etected. Liquid hydrocarbon lakes and seas have been assumed to

e present on Titan 

′ s surface since Voyager 1 established that the

urface conditions of this icy moon were close to the triple point
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: david.vincent@uclouvain.be (D. Vincent). 

s  

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.12.018 

019-1035/© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
f methane ( Hanel et al., 1981; Samuelson et al., 1981 ). The Cassini

pacecraft, which has been gazing at the Saturnian system since

004, observed a methane cycle similar to the hydrological cycle

n Earth ( Atreya et al., 2006 ). It also detected possible surface

akes in Titan 

′ s southern hemisphere in 2004 (only some years

ater confirmed to be liquid) by means of its Imaging Science Sub-

ystem ( McEwen et al., 2005 ), and surface lakes and seas 1 in the
1 The distinction between lake (Lacus) and sea (Mare) is based solely on the size. 
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Fig. 1. Bathymetry map of Kraken and Ligeia Maria. The depth scales with the dis- 

tance to the nearest shore, similarly to the bathymetry of Lorenz et al. (2014) . The 

red letters refer respectively Seldon Fretum (A), Trevize Fretum (B), the canyons 

next to Vid flumina (C) and Xanthus Flumen (D), and Moray Sinus (E). (For inter- 

pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article). 
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northern hemisphere in 2006 by means of its Radar ( Stofan et al.,

2007 ). The distribution of these surface lakes and seas is

asymmetrical with respect to Titan 

′ s equator ( Aharonson et al.,

2009 ): there are many more lakes and seas in the northern

hemisphere, where they are larger and deeper ( Hayes et al., 2008 ).

The surface lakes and seas are not the only liquid bodies of Titan:

a global subsurface ocean has also been inferred from Cassini

measurements ( Iess et al., 2012 ). Stevenson (1992) was the first

to suspect the presence of a global subsurface ocean beneath

an icy shell. Since then, this assumption has been supported by

several observations and measurements such as Titan 

′ s obliquity,

its gravity field and its topography ( Rappaport et al., 2008; Nimmo

and Bills, 2010; Baland et al., 2011; 2014; Hemingway et al., 2013;

Lefevre et al., 2014 ) and has been widely studied (e.g. Sohl et al.,

1995; 2003; 2014; Beuthe, 2015 ). The global subsurface ocean

results in significant deformations of the ice shell and, hence, of

the lakes and seas bottom. Such deformations will reduce the tidal

forcings to which surface liquids respond, since the ice crust itself

partly follows the changing potential. This effect is modelled by an

attenuation factor, γ 2 , applied to the tidal forcing ( Lorenz et al.,

2014; Tokano et al., 2014; Beuthe, 2015 ). This factor depends on

the internal structure of Titan and is particularly sensitive to the

thickness, the rigidity and the rheological properties of the ice

shell (e.g. Sohl et al., 2003; Lorenz et al., 2014; Tokano et al., 2014 ).

As a consequence, γ 2 should be considered as a free parameter

( Lorenz et al., 2014 ). 

In this study, we focus on two of the northern seas, Kraken

Mare and Ligeia Mare. The former is the largest sea identified

on Titan, with an area of at least 40 0, 0 0 0 km 

2 . It is centred at

(68 °N, 50 °E) ( Tokano, 2010 ) and it stretches from 55 °N to 82 °N
( Lorenz et al., 2014 ). It is formed of two basins, Kraken 1 (in the

north) and Kraken 2, linked by a strait named Seldon Fretum (iden-

tified by “A” in Fig. 1 ) and a set of small channels ( Lorenz et al.,

2014 ). It is about 17 km wide and 40 km long ( Lorenz et al., 2014 )

which is similar to the dimensions of the Gibraltar strait on Earth.

Ligeia Mare is located north-east of Kraken Mare: it is centred at

(79 °N, 112 °E). Its maximal dimensions are about 420 by 350 km

( Stofan et al., 2012 ). Recently, those seas have been found to be
inked by a strait, namely Trevize Fretum (identified by “B” in

ig. 1 ) ( Sotin et al., 2012 ). The Cassini Radar altimeter also de-

ected liquid filled canyons linked to Ligeia Mare in the northern

nd south-eastern regions of this sea ( Poggiali et al., 2016 ) (identi-

ed by “C” and “D” in Fig. 1 ). Transient features called “Magic Is-

ands” were observed in Kraken Mare and Ligeia Mare ( Hofgartner

t al., 2014; 2016 ). In Ligeia Mare, such phenomena were observed

n regions centered at (78 °N, 123 °E) and (80 °N, 111 °E). They are

est explained by ephemeral phenomena such as floating and/or

uspended solids, bubbles, and waves while the diurnal phenom-

na, such as the tides, seem to be ruled out, the observations be-

ng all at nearly the same true anomaly ( Hofgartner et al., 2016 ).

n Kraken Mare, the phenomenon was observed at (73 °N, 55 °E).

n this sea, the same explanations stand but the tides cannot be

uled out. We will study the tides induced by Saturn in the above-

entioned Maria and we will pay special attention to specific ar-

as such as Seldon and Trevize Fretum, the aforementioned liquid

lled canyons, and at the “Magic Islands” location. 

Various studies were carried out about Titan 

′ s seas and lakes:

athymetry (e.g. Hayes et al., 2010; Ventura et al., 2012; Mas-

rogiuseppe et al., 2014; Lorenz et al., 2014; Hayes, 2016 ), liquid

omposition (e.g. Brown et al., 2008; Cordier et al., 2009; Glein

nd Shock, 2013; Tan et al., 2013; 2015; Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015 ),

issipation due to friction in Titan 

′ s lakes and seas (e.g. Sagan

nd Dermott, 1982; Dermott and Sagan, 1995; Sears, 1995; Lorenz

t al., 2014 ), tidal response ( Tokano, 2010; Tokano et al., 2014; Vin-

ent et al., 2016 ), interactions with the atmosphere ( Tokano and

orenz, 2015; 2016 ), and phenomena such as the shoreline varia-

ions of Ontario Lacus ( Turtle et al., 2011 ) and the transient fea-

ures in the northern seas Hofgartner et al. (2014; 2016) . Among

hem, Tokano (2010) ; Lorenz et al. (2014) ; Tokano et al. (2014) ;

okano and Lorenz (2015; 2016 ); Hofgartner et al. (2014; 2016 ) fo-

used on the northern seas. 

Tokano (2010) studied the tidal response of Kraken Mare using

 3D hydrostatic, baroclinic ocean circulation model based on a

tructured grid with a spatial resolution of 30 km. Due to the lack

f information, he used a bathymetry scaling with the east-west

istance from the closest shore (the maximum and minimum

epth were respectively 500 m and 50 m) and the shoreline was

ot accurately represented (for instance, the connection with

igeia Mare and the small channels near Seldon Fretum were

gnored and Mayda Insula was considered to be an island). The

mpact of the ice shell deformations was not taken into account.

ccording to his results, the tidal amplitude is minimum in the

entre of the lake and increases with the distance to this point.

e predicted a maximum tidal range (difference between high

ide and low tide) of 4 m in the northern bay of Kraken 1 and he

oticed that the tide rotates clockwise. The current is generally

irected from places where the tide is low to places where the

ide is high and its magnitude is maximum in Seldon Fretum

about 0.3 m/s) and offshore. Tokano (2010) took into account

he seasonal effects through the solar heating: in winter, he

redicted that the lake would be well mixed while it would be

tratified in summer unless the evaporation cools down the lake

urface. Lorenz et al. (2014) derived an analytical expression of the

athymetry and adapted Tokano (2010) results in order to take

nto account the surface deformations by multiplying the tidal am-

litude by an attenuation factor γ 2 . Tokano et al. (2014) improved

he previous study of Tokano (2010) : the bathymetry computed

y Lorenz et al. (2014) was used, an attenuation factor γ2 = 0 . 1

as implemented to represent the impact of the ice shell defor-

ations and the spatial resolution was 5.2 km. Ligeia Mare and

raken Mare were linked and the small channels next to Seldon

retum were considered as wide straits separated by islands (see

ig. 1 in Tokano et al. (2014) ). The largest surface displacements

redicted by the model were located in the south-eastern part
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f Kraken 2 and northern part of Kraken 1 with a maximum

idal range of 0.37 m. The crucial role of the (unknown) depth of

eldon Fretum was pointed out by Lorenz et al. (2014) as well as

okano et al. (2014) . According to the latter, changing the depth

f Seldon Fretum from 6 m to 100 m completely changes the

haracter of Kraken Mare tides. For instance, it results in a phase

ag of 90 ° and an increase of the maximum tidal range of 17 cm. 

In this work, we will study the tidal response of Titan 

′ s north-

rn seas by means of the state-of-the-art model SLIM, ( http://

ww.climate.be/slim ). It has already been used to predict the tidal

esponse of a Titan lake, Ontario Lacus (see Vincent et al., 2016 ).

LIM solves the 2D depth-averaged shallow water equations on an

nstructured grid (see Section 2.3 ), which allows an accurate rep-

esentation of the shoreline and a higher resolution in the straits

ithout the computational overhead of a regular but high reso-

ution. We will also focus on the tidally induced liquid exchanges

etween the basins. Various parameters are poorly constrained, no-

ably the roughness of the bottom and the depth of the straits

inking the basins of the Maria. Their impact(s) and that of Titan 

′ s
urface deformation will be quantified through a sensitivity anal-

sis. We will also briefly study the impact of the bathymetry by

mplementing a bathymetry similar to that displayed in Fig. 9a of

ayes (2016) in Ligeia Mare and by varying the slope of the bot-

om in Kraken Mare. Finally, the impact of the shape of the shore-

ine on the tidal response will be studied by comparing our results

ith those obtained previously by means of other models. For the

eference case, the bathymetry implemented scales with the dis-

ance to the shore (see Section 2.3 ) so that the maximum depth in

igeia Mare is 170 m and the attenuation factor is set to γ2 = 0 . 1 ,

imilarly to Tokano et al. (2014) ). 

The goal of this study is to discuss the tidal response of Kraken

nd Ligeia Maria. This could also be helpful in enhancing our un-

erstanding of observed transient events and for planning future

issions. Furthermore, being able to accurately predict the tidal

esponse of the northern seas could allow assessing some parame-

ers from future data. For instance, if we could measure accurately

he sea surface elevation, we could infer the value of γ 2 , which

ill give further insights into Titan 

′ s internal structure. 

This article is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly describes

he numerical model used, the forcings as well as the mesh and

athymetry implemented. In Section 3 , the tidal response of the

eas is studied, with a focus on the liquid exchanges between

he basins, the volumetric flow rate through the main straits, the

anyons of Ligeia Mare, Moray Sinus and the magic islands phe-

omenon. A sensitivity analysis to the attenuation factor, the depth

f Trevize Fretum, the bathymetry scaling factor, the influence of

he artificial bathymetry, and Manning ′ s coefficient is conducted

n Section 4 . The results and the applications to and implications

or future missions are respectively discussed in Sections 5 and 6 .

onclusions are drawn in Section 7 . 

. Method 

The model is briefly introduced in Section 2.1 (for further de-

ails, see Vincent et al., 2016 ). The tidal forcing applied is described

n Section 2.2 while the computational domain, the bathymetry

nd the mesh are described in Section 2.3 . The value of the param-

ters of the models which are likely to have a significant impact on

he results are discussed in Section 2.4 . 

.1. Depth-averaged model 

The numerical model used is the same as in

incent et al. (2016) : it is the Second-generation Louvain-la-

euve Ice-ocean Model, SLIM . This model relies on the discon-

inuous Galerkin finite element method (DGFEM) to solve the
D depth-averaged shallow water equations on an unstructured

esh. An implicit Runge–Kutta scheme using a Newton–Raphson

olver is resorted to, which allows for time steps as large as five

housandths of a Titan day ( ∼ 6890 s) to be used. This method

oes not suffer from excessive numerical dissipation or spurious

scillations. Furthermore, it is highly parallelisable, local mass

onservation is ensured and an efficient wetting-drying algorithm

o deal with the tidal flats is implemented ( Kärnä et al., 2011 ).

olving the equations on unstructured grids is another advantage

f this method. Indeed, the mesh can be refined at places of

articular interest (for example, in the vicinity of the shores or

n the straits) without significantly increasing the computational

ost. SLIM has already been successfully used to simulate tides

n various terrestrial domains including the Scheldt estuary (e.g.,

e Brye et al., 2010 ), the Mahakam delta (e.g., de Brye et al., 2011 ),

nd the whole Great Barrier Reef (e.g., Lambrechts et al., 2008 ).

t has also be used on Titan in order to study Ontario Lacus (see

incent et al., 2016 ). 

Due to the absence of in situ measurements, models have to

e used to determine the chemical composition and, hence, the

ensity of Titan 

′ s lakes and seas. The dominant compounds can

e determined from physical properties inferred from Cassini mea-

urements such as the loss tangent and the dielectric permittiv-

ty (see e.g. Le Gall et al., 2016; Hayes, 2016 ) and different mod-

ls were proposed (see e.g. Cordier et al., 2009; Glein and Shock,

013; Tan et al., 2013; 2015; Luspay-Kuti et al., 2015 ). They all pre-

icted that the seas and lakes are mainly composed of methane

nd ethane, other low-molecular-mass hydrocarbons, and nitrogen.

evertheless, depending on the model or some parameters, the

olar lakes and seas appear to be either ethane-rich or methane-

ich, which modifies properties such as the liquid density and vis-

osity. Furthermore, the liquid composition varies with tempera-

ure ( Glein and Shock, 2013 ). Consequently, the liquid composi-

ion can vary from one lake to another and over the year. For

nstance, according to Le Gall et al. (2016) , Hayes et al. (2016) ,

igeia Mare is methane rich and variation in backscattering be-

ween Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare seems to suggest that Kraken

are would have more ethane than Ligeia Mare, as assumed by

orenz (2014) . This could induce a density gradient in Trevize Fre-

um. Nevertheless, due to the sparse information about the com-

osition of Kraken Mare, we do not take into account such density

radient in the present study. On the other hand, previous studies

ave shown that small variations of the mean density have a neg-

igible impact on the tidal response ( Vincent et al., 2016 ). Regard-

ng to the temporal variations of the liquid composition, those in-

uced by daily modifications of the surface temperature are negli-

ible, diurnal variations disappearing at latitudes higher than 20 °N
 Cottini et al., 2012 ) while local variations induced by meteoro-

ogical events are beyond the scope of this study, the associated

ime scale being much larger than that of the tides. Therefore, the

ensity is assumed to be spatially and temporally constant in the

orthern seas. As the radar measurements ( Hayes et al., 2016 ) and

he independent microwave radiometry data ( Le Gall et al., 2016 )

ndicate quite clearly that methane dominates the composition (at

east of Ligeia Mare), the density is set to 550 kg/m 

3 in agreement

ith Tan et al. (2015) . 

Several assumptions are made in order to derive the govern-

ng equations solved hereinafter from the general mass and mo-

entum conservation equations. First, density variations are disre-

arded, as aforementioned. Second, the maximum depth is about

89 m, which is much smaller than the horizontal length scale.

uch a small aspect ratio is also observed in Seldon and Trevize

retum. The aspect ratio being small, the hydrostatic approxima-

ion holds valid. Third, we neglect the atmospheric pressure gradi-

nt as we focus on tidal motion. These assumptions allow for an

http://www.climate.be/slim
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integration over the depth resulting in the 2D equations solved by

our model (see Eq. 1 of Vincent et al., 2016 ). 

Eddy viscosity and bottom friction in the shallow water equa-

tions are parametrised by means of Smagorinsky ′ s closure model

( Smagorinsky, 1963 ) and an empirical Earth-based formula, the

Chézy-Manning-Strickler ′ s formulation (see, e.g., Lambrechts et al.,

2008 ). Accordingly, the bottom stress is estimated as follows: 

τb = ρgn 

2 | u | u 

H 

1 / 3 

where ρ is the density; g = 1 . 352 m/s 2 is the mean gravitational

acceleration; u is the depth-averaged velocity; H = h + η is the to-

tal liquid depth of the lake where h is the reference height of the

water column and η is the sea surface elevation (positive upward);

and n = 0 . 03 sm 

−1 / 3 i s Manning ′ s roughness coefficient (it corre-

sponds to natural river bottom on Earth). 

The interactions with the atmosphere are neglected: we take

into account neither the precipitations, nor the evaporation, nor

the wind stress. 

2.2. Astronomical forcings 

The forcings taken into account are those induced by Saturn

while those due to other moons and the Sun are neglected. In-

deed, the latter is one order of magnitude smaller while the other

moons are much smaller than Saturn, resulting in a smaller attrac-

tion potential. The ocean tidal loading due to the adjacent sea(s) is

neglected as suggested by Tokano et al. (2014) . The tidal forcing is

obtained from the horizontal gradient of the tidal potential. As Ti-

tan is a tidally locked moon, the two main contributions to the as-

tronomical forcing are that due to the orbital eccentricity (derived

by Dermott and Sagan, 1995 ) and that due to Titan 

′ s obliquity (de-

rived by Tyler, 2008 ), whose period is 1 Titan day ( TD ). 

The ideal tidal forcing due to the horizontal gradient of the tidal

potential would be completely effective on a totally rigid moon.

Nevertheless, Titan is not rigid, it is even highly deformable com-

pared to the Earth: the deformations of the ice shell above the

global subsurface ocean are much larger than the deformations

of the Earth crust. The solid tides of Titan and the resulting sea

bottom displacements are thus much more significant. The influ-

ence of such solid tides on the tidal potential can be modelled

through the attenuation factor γ2 = 1 + � (k 2 ) − � (h 2 ) where � ( k 2 )

and � ( h 2 ) respectively are the real part of the second degree tidal

potential Love number and the second degree radial displacement

Love number ( Sears, 1995; Sohl et al., 1995; Lorenz et al., 2014;

Tokano et al., 2014; Beuthe, 2015 ). This attenuation factor repre-

sents the fact that Titan surface deformations will reduce the tidal

forcing to which surface liquids respond. It is consequently imple-

mented as a factor multiplying the tidal forcing in the shallow wa-

ter equations: the term representing the tidal forcing is γ 2 ∇ h φ
where ∇ h is the horizontal del operator and φ is the tidal poten-

tial. Love numbers k 2 and h 2 respectively characterize the ratio of

the potential due to the ice shell deformations to the tidal poten-

tial and the ratio of the solid tide height to the height of an equi-

librium ocean. Such a factor is also used to model solid Earth and

ocean tides (e.g. Hendershott, 1972; Gordeev et al., 1977 ). Never-

theless, there are uncertainties about these Love numbers: they de-

pend on the subsurface ocean thickness and density, on Titan 

′ s in-

ternal structure, on the rheological properties of Titan ( Sohl et al.,

2003 ), on the ice shell rigidity ( Lorenz et al., 2014; Rappaport et al.,

2008 ), and they vary linearly with the ice shell thickness ( Sohl

et al., 2003; Rappaport et al., 2008 ). Consequently, we decided to

consider γ 2 as a free parameter (as recommended by Lorenz et al.,

2014 ). The range of acceptable values of parameter γ 2 is briefly

discussed in Section 2.4 . For the reference case, we chose γ2 = 0 . 1

to match with Tokano et al. (2014) . 
.3. Computational domain and bathymetry 

We consider Ligeia and Kraken Maria independent from the

ther seas and lakes and without external fluid input due to hy-

othetical river(s). The shoreline contour is drawn from the Radar

osaic shown in Lorenz et al. (2014) . The resolution of these im-

ges vary depending on the location: from 1 to 2 km in Kraken

are and from 0.3 to 1 km in Ligeia Mare ( Lorenz et al., 2014 ).

articular attention is paid to Seldon and Trevize Fretum (respec-

ively point A and B in Fig. 1 ). The latter is elongated (200 km,

ve times longer than Seldon Fretum) and narrow (about 15 km,

 km less than Seldon Fretum). As recently discovered, there are

iquid filled canyons in Vid Flumina (Point C in Fig. 1 ) and Xan-

hus Flumen (Point D in Fig. 1 ), near Ligeia Mare ( Poggiali et al.,

016 ). Nevertheless, as they do not impact the tides in the north-

rn seas, they are not included in our domain except for studying

he tidal motion therein (see Section 3.3 ). At Vid Flumina location,

he width of the implemented canyons is less than 1300 m, which

s slightly larger than the observation of Poggiali et al. (2016) (they

redicted a maximum width of 10 0 0 m). Nonetheless, this value

s only reached locally, at intersection, most of the canyons be-

ng narrower than 10 0 0 m and the mean width is close to the

alue predicted by Poggiali et al. (2016) (700 m). Near Xanthus

lumen, there is a strait and a small widening before the start

f the canyon. The canyon maximum width is about 6700 m (at

he mouth of the canyon), which matches with the observations of

oggiali et al. (2016) . 

The unstructured meshes are generated by means of GMSH (see

euzaine and Remacle (2009) ), which is one of the most widely

sed open source unstructured mesh generator. The spatial resolu-

ion in the seas ranges from 1 km to 12 km. We use three refine-

ent criteria: 

• The local element size is proportional to the celerity of the

long surface gravity waves, c = 

√ 

gh , as suggested by Henry and

Walters (1993) , Legrand et al. (2006) . 
• The mesh is refined near the shores. 
• The spatial resolution is increased in Trevize Fretum and Seldon

Fretum (the minimum grid size is still 1 km but the maximum

grid size is 3 km in these areas). 

A bathymetry profile along the T91 flyby (in Ligeia

are) was derived from Cassini measurements by

astrogiuseppe et al. (2014) and a bathymetry map of Ligeia

are is displayed in Fig. 9a of Hayes (2016) . Nevertheless, due to

he opacity of Kraken Mare to the radar waves no bathymetry pro-

le is available except in Moray Sinus. Consequently, no measured

athymetry is available for Kraken Mare. Lorenz et al. (2014) de-

ived a hypothetical bathymetry with a simple bottom shape: a

onstant slope was assumed away from the shore. Nevertheless,

ue to variations in the shoreline contour, we could not use

his bathymetry. Consequently, we build our own bathymetry

imilarly to the method used by Lorenz et al. (2014) (see Fig.

 in Tokano et al., 2014 ): the depth scales with the distance to

he nearest shore (i.e., depth = α × distance ), the scaling factor,

, being computed in such a way that the maximum depth in

igeia Mare is the same as in Lorenz et al. (2014) (i.e. 170 m) (see

ig. 1 ). It results in small local variations of the bathymetry due

o small modifications of the shoreline or the fact that an island

s taken into account or ignored. For instance, the maximum

epth of the implemented bathymetry is 189 m and is located

n Kraken 2 instead of Kraken 1 according to the bathymetry of

orenz et al. (2014) . We will briefly discuss to what extent an

rtificial bathymetry is justifiable in Section 4.4 by comparing our

esults with those obtained for a bathymetry of Ligeia Mare that

imics Fig. 9a of Hayes (2016) . 
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.4. Model parameters 

Several parameters are likely to have a significant impact on

he model results. A sensitivity analysis will be conducted with re-

pect to four of them: the attenuation factor γ 2 , the bathymetry of

raken Mare, the depth of Trevize Fretum H , and Manning ′ s rough-

ess coefficient n . The latter is studied within a range from 0.01 to

 . 06 sm 

−1 / 3 , which respectively corresponds to smooth man-made

hannel and to natural channels with stones on Earth. The results

re presented in Section 4.3 . 

As explained in Section 2.3 , the bathymetry is not derived

rom measurements but is assumed to scale with the distance

o the shore, the scaling factor, α, being set to reach the same

aximum depth in Ligeia Mare as in the bathymetry map of

orenz et al. (2014) . However, there is no evidence to suggest that

he scaling factor is the same in Kraken Mare. Consequently, we

onsider two additional cases: in case 1, we multiplied the scal-

ng factor by 2 (i.e., depth = 2 α × distance ) and, in case 2, we di-

ided it by 2 (i.e., depth = 0 . 5 α × distance ). The former and lat-

er case are referred to as bathy A and bathy B . For bathy B , the

aximum depth is 170 m and lies in Ligeia Mare; the maximum

epth in Kraken 1 and Kraken 2 respectively are 92 m and 95 m.

or bathy A , the maximum depth in Kraken 1 and Kraken 2 respec-

ively are 365 m and 379 m. It results in significant modifications of

he volume ratio between Kraken and Ligeia Mare. The variations

f the tidal response induced by such modifications are detailed in

ection 4.5 . Furthermore, as pointed out by Tokano et al. (2014) ,

he depth of Seldon Fretum (which is underconstrained) has a sig-

ificant impact on the tidal current inside the strait. It is likely that

he depth of Trevize Fretum, which is also not well constrained,

as a similar impact. Consequently, we consider the depth of this

trait as a free parameter. We carried out simulations for four

ases: the reference case and three constant depths. For the ref-

rence case, the depth increases with the distance to the shore,

hich results in a maximum depth of 15 m and a bottom profile

hich has the shape of a “∨ ”. The three other cases correspond to

 bottom profile which has the shape of a “�” and whose depths

espectively are 10 m, 20 m, and 50 m. The impact of this parame-

er is detailed in Section 4.2 . 

The attenuation factor value is a function of the Love numbers

 2 and h 2 which, in turn, depends on the internal structure of Ti-

an. Unfortunately, the latter is poorly constrained, which results

n uncertainties about these Love numbers. Iess et al. (2012) de-

ived some values of k 2 from Cassini measurements by means of

hree analysis models while Sohl et al. (2003) , Sohl et al. (2014) ,

aland et al. (2014) , Lefevre et al. (2014) , Beuthe (2015) , among

thers, used models to reconstruct Titan 

′ s internal structure from

bservations and measurements such as the gravity field, the sec-

nd degree tidal potential Love number k 2 and the moment of in-

rtia (which was recently questioned by Hemingway et al. (2013) ,

aland et al. (2014) and Lefevre et al. (2014) ). As a result, different

alues can be found depending on the working hypotheses and the

odel used (see Table 1 ). 

Beuthe (2015) predicted values of k 2 matching with those com-

uted by Iess et al. (2012) from observations. By setting the ice

hell relative thickness in order to correspond with the value

f k 2 obtained by Iess et al. (2012) , the corresponding atten-

ation factors range from 0 to 0.21 depending on the density

f the crust and subsurface ocean (See Fig. 5 in Beuthe, 2015 ).

okano et al. (2014) computed γ 2 for different internal structures

nd only retained those which satisfy the moment of inertia and

he Love number k 2 predicted by Iess et al. (2012) , which results

n γ 2 ∈ [0.1, 0.2] depending on the ice shell thickness. However, the

alue retained from the moment of inertia was obtained by hav-

ng recourse to the hydrostatic assumption, which is questionable

ue to the significant degree-three signal observed in the gravity
eld ( Hemingway et al., 2013; Lefevre et al., 2014; Baland et al.,

014 ). All these models assume a thin and homogeneous crust.

owever, the crust could be non-homogeneous: there could be

ome clathrates outgassing methane in the atmosphere from time

o time ( Tobie et al., 2006 ). Such clathrates at the base of the

ce shell might have a smaller shear modulus which would cause

arger deformations of the shell and the Love number k 2 would be

arger ( Rappaport et al., 2008 ). 

In the light of the values found in the literature, we decided

o study the tidal response for three additional values of γ 2 : 0.05,

.2, and 0.3 (see Section 4.1 ). 

. Results 

In this section, we first describe the tidal response of Ligeia and

raken Maria predicted by our model. For this purpose, we study

he decomposition in different harmonic components as well as

ome of the northern seas eigenmodes. Then, we focus on some

pecific areas such as Trevize and Seldon Fretum, the canyons ob-

erved by Poggiali et al. (2016) , Moray Sinus and the Magic islands

ocations. The bathymetry is that shown in Fig. 1 , the attenuation

actor is γ2 = 0 . 1 and Manning ′ s coefficient is set to 0 . 03 sm 

−1 / 3 . 

.1. Tidal response of Kraken and Ligeia Maria 

The tidal forcing (see Section 2.2 ) applied rotates anticlockwise

ith an exact period of 1 TD (not shown). It is not unidirectional

ver the seas. Indeed, there can be a significant difference in forc-

ng orientation between Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare or even be-

ween the southern and northern region of Kraken Mare. For in-

tance, 0.25 TD after perikron/apokron (point of the orbit where

itan is nearest/farthest to Saturn), the angle between the direc-

ion of the forcing in the north-eastern and south-western regions

an be larger than 90 °. The forcing in t ∗ and t ∗ + T / 2 has the

ame magnitude but it is oriented in opposite directions. In Ligeia

are, the maximum is about 3 . 59 × 10 −7 m/s 2 and occurs 0.1 TD

efore perikron/apokron in the eastern part of the sea while, in

raken Mare, it is about 5 . 46 × 10 −7 m/s 
2 

and it occurs 0.145 TD

fter perikron/apokron in the south-eastern part of the southern

asin. 

The maximum/minimum sea surface elevation ( η) is ± 0.145 m.

t occurs 0.31 TD after perikron/apokron in the south-eastern part

f Kraken 2, 0.165 TD after the maximum forcing magnitude which

s directed south-westward (see the video in the additional con-

ent, available at NorthernSeas _ sse _ reference _ case.mp4 ). The max-

mum/minimum sea surface elevation in Kraken 1 is ± 0.115 m and

ccurs 0.18 TD before perikron/apokron at the north-western end

f the basin. In Ligeia Mare, the maximum/minimum is ± 0.07 m

nd occurs 0.05 TD before perikron/apokron at the eastern shore of

igeia Mare. The sea surface elevation in Kraken 2 and Ligeia Mare

an be positive/negative over the whole basin, which suggests

trong liquid exchanges through the straits (see Section 3.2 ). It

asts longer in Ligeia Mare (about 0.2 TD ) than in Kraken 2 (where

he sea surface elevation is positive/negative over the whole basin

uring respectively 0.095 TD and 0.06 TD ) and does not occur in

raken 1 due to the presence of the amphidromic point. The pe-

iod of time during which the elevation is positive over the whole

asin is not the same as that during which it is negative which

uggests that the volumetric flow rate going through Seldon and

revize Fretum is not the same at t ∗ than at t ∗ + T / 2 . The fact that

he tidal motion is independent in each basin results in strong sea

urface elevation gradient in the straits. This gradient is larger in

he small channels near Seldon Fretum (the maximum is about

 . 22 × 10 −5 ) than in Seldon and Trevize Fretum where it can re-

pectively reach about 1 × 10 −5 and 7 × 10 −6 . The gradient in-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.12.018
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Table 1 

Real part of the Love numbers ( � ( k 2 ) and � ( h 2 )) and attenuation factor ( γ 2 ) corre- 

sponding to the presence of a subsurface ocean (as established by Sohl et al. (2003) , 

Sohl et al. (2014) , Baland et al. (2014) , Lefevre et al. (2014) , Beuthe (2015) from ob- 

servations and measurements) found in the literature. k 2 and h 2 respectively are the 

second degree tidal potential Love number and the second degree radial displacement 

Love number. 

Authors � ( k 2 ) � ( h 2 ) γ 2 

Sohl et al. (1995) 0.36 1.19 0.17 

Sohl et al. (2003) a [0.39, 0.32] [1.25, 1.05] [0.13, 0.27] 

[0.39, 0.35] [1.28, 1.15] [0.12, 0.2] 

Nimmo and Bills (2010) – 1.28 –

Iess et al. (2012) b 0.589 ± 0.075 – –

0.67 ± 0.09 – –

0.637 ± 0.112 – –

Sohl et al. (2014) 0.437 1.29 0.147 

Beuthe (2015) c 0 . 7 − 0 . 5 1 . 7 − 1 . 3 0 − 0 . 2 

0 . 7 − 0 . 41 1 . 7 − 1 . 2 0 − 0 . 21 

a Various ice thickness and two ammonia concentrations. 
b Different analysis models. 
c Two crust densities and various relative thickness of the ice shell. 

Table 2 

Maximum amplitude 2 of the first tidal component and relation between the amplitude of the other tidal components and that 

of the first tidal component. In the basins, these values are computed at three points: (80 °N, 110 °E) in Ligeia Mare, (70 °N, 50 °E) 

in Kraken 1, and (62.5 °N, 40 °E) in Kraken 2. In the straits, they are computed where the relation comp2 
comp1 

is maximum. 

Period [ TD ] Ligeia Mare b Kraken 1 c Kraken 2 d Seldon Fretum Trevize Fretum Small channels 

Comp 1 1 0.027 m 0.023 m 0.056 m 0.018 m 0.008 m 0.001 m 

Comp 2 a 0.5 1% 1% 1% 96% 62% 378% 

Comp 3 a 1/3 2% 4% 3% 3% 18% 58% 

Comp 4 a 0.25 0% 0% 0% 21% 10% 118% 

Comp 5 a 0.2 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 48% 

Comp 6 a 1/6 0% 0% 0% 4% 1% 54% 

Comp 7 a 1/7 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 34% 

a Amplitude of the tidal component expressed as a percentage of the amplitude of the first tidal component. 
b at (80 °N, 110 °E). 
c at (70 °N, 50 °E). 
d at (62.5 °N, 40 °E). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Tidal range (in m ) and tidal phase (white lines, with a 15 ° spacing) of the 

first tidal component (whose period is 1 TD ) in Kraken and Ligeia Maria. The white 

arrows show the direction of the tide. The tidal range is the surface elevation dif- 

ference between high tide and low tide. There is an amphidromic point in Kraken 1 

(at 65.213 °N, 66.459 °E) but not in Kraken 2 or Ligeia Mare. The tidal phase at each 
creases and decreases twice on a tidal cycle and can be very small

during some short periods of time (see, for example, the sea sur-

face elevation in the video in the additional content). 

While studying the sea surface elevation of seas, it is common

to study the tidal components. Indeed, the sea surface elevation

at a point can be viewed as a sum of several components writ-

ten as η(t, x, y ) = E(x, y ) cos (ωt + φ(x, y )) where E ( x, y ) is the am-

plitude 2 , ω = 2 π/T is the angular period, and φ( x, y ) is the tidal

phase. On Titan, the first, second, third, and fourth tidal compo-

nents respectively have a period of 1, 0.5, 0.33, and 0.25 TD . Fourier

analysis shows that the first tidal component (whose period is

1 TD ) is responsible for more than 90% of the sea surface motion,

except for some small areas in the straits and at the amphidromic

point of the first tidal component (see Fig. 2 ). The second and

fourth components are significant in the straits (see Table 2 ) but

can be neglected elsewhere while the third component is signifi-

cant in Trevize Fretum and where the tidal range due to the first

tidal component is weak (i.e. near the amphidromic point and

in the south-western part of Kraken 2 (see Fig. 2 )). The other

tidal components are insignificant in comparison to the aforemen-

tioned components. In the small straits near Seldon Fretum, the

tidal range of the second and fourth tidal components are larger

than that of the first one. Nevertheless, it remains small (at most

0.017 m for the second). The fact that the amplitude of the oth-

ers components is significant with respect to the first one in these

straits is due to the small amplitude of the latter at this loca-
2 The amplitude of a tidal component is half of the tidal range which is the dif- 

ference between high tide and low tide. 

end of the Seldon and Trevize Fretum are not the same, which results in strong 

transition in the straits. This is also observed for the tidal range. Such phenomenon 

suggests independent tidal motion in each basin. The tidal range is maximum in 

the south-eastern part of Kraken 2. 
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3 
ion (see Table 2 ). In the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise

pecified, the expressions “tidal range” and “tidal phase” refer to

he range and phase of the first tidal component. An amphidromic

oint of the first tidal component is located in the south-eastern

art of Kraken 1, at (65.21 °N, 66.47 °E) (see Fig. 2 ). At this location,

he most significant component is the third one but the resulting

idal range remains weak: at most 2 . 5 × 10 −3 m. As a consequence,

he tides in this basin rotates around this point and the tidal phase

anges from −180 ◦ to 180 °. There is no such point in Ligeia Mare

r Kraken 2. In Ligeia Mare, the tidal phase is larger than −86 ◦ and

maller than 19 ° while, in Kraken 2 it ranges from −208 ◦ to −52 ◦.

n both basins, the cotidal lines (lines of constant tidal phase) are

ot rectilinear, which is due to the friction which is higher in the

icinity of the shoreline and islands as the sea is shallower at these

ocations. 

Fig. 2 shows that, in Kraken 2, the tidal range increases with

he distance to a point on the south-western shore and is max-

mum (0.288 m) at the south-eastern end. In Kraken 1, the tidal

ange increases with the distance to the amphidromic point and,

ence, is higher on the northern shore (maximum: 0.225 m) than

n the middle and southern part of the sea. The co-range lines

lines of same tidal range) have an ovoid shape with the longitudi-

al axis parallel to the maximum width direction and whose cen-

er is located at the amphidromic point. In Ligeia Mare, it increases

ith the distance to a point located on the southern shore of the

ea, east of the Ligeia outlet of Trevize Fretum and is maximum

0.14 m) in the south-eastern part of the sea. The tidal motions re-

ain independent of each other in each basin. Indeed, a transi-

ion takes place in each strait linking the basins. This transition is

harper in the straits linking Kraken 1 and Kraken 2 than in Trevize

retum. In the former, there are buffer areas where the tidal range

s smaller than elsewhere in the strait, which results in sharp tran-

ition in its phase. In the latter, the transition is smoother for both

idal range and phase although it does not take place at the same

ocation (the transition of tidal phase occurs much closer to Ligeia

are than that of the tidal range).This suggests that, to a large ex-

ent, the tidal motion in Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare can be repre-

ented by a sloshing wave mode. Indeed, in these basins, the tidal

hase is nearly uniform over large geographical areas while there

re strong variations (sometimes by about 180 °) over the straits

onnecting those basins with Kraken 1 (see Fig. 2 ). 

The norm of the velocity is maximum in the straits such as Tre-

ize Fretum, Seldon Fretum, the small channels next to the lat-

er, and the strait north of Mayda Insula (see Fig. 3 ). Except for

hese specific locations, the largest speed is observed nearshore

ut the fluid velocity is one order of magnitude smaller than in

he straits (about 0.027 m/s). In Seldon Fretum, the fluid speed has

wo maxima located in the middle of the straits, 0.364 m/s and

.355 m/s, which occur respectively 0.06 TD after perikron/apokron

hile the speed is the lowest (0.08 m/s, which remains larger

han everywhere else in the seas, excluding the straits) 0.15 TD

efore perikron/apokron. The current is mainly unidirectional to-

ards Kraken 1 or 2 depending on the period of time (see

ig. 4 (a–f)). The transition between two unidirectional flows oc-

urs when the fluid speed at this location is the weakest. Once

he flow is unidirectional, it accelerates to reach its maximum

peed and then decelerates until it starts turning again. In Tre-

ize Fretum, the maximum speeds, 0.235 m/s and 0.234 m/s, oc-

ur respectively 0.3 TD after perikron/apokron in the southern

art of Trevize Fretum while the speed is the lowest (about

.065 m/s) 0.07 TD after perikron/apokron. As in Seldon Fretum,

he flow is mostly unidirectional (see Fig. 4 (g–l)) and the flow

urns when its speed is the weakest. The period of time dur-

ng which the flow is unidirectional is longer in Trevize Fretum

han in Seldon Fretum. These periods of time are concomitant
t

ith each other as long as the flow is unidirectional in Seldon

retum. 

The fact that the current is almost unidirectional in the Seldon

nd Trevize Fretum is also shown in Fig. 5 : the tidal ellipses 3 of

he main tidal component are nearly rectilinear at these locations,

hich means that there is a fast transition between the two max-

mum speeds at a given point. Elongated tidal ellipses also occur

lsewhere in the Maria but the velocity is much smaller. At loca-

ions where the flow speed is smaller than 0.001 m/s (for instance,

n the western part of Kraken 2, the south western part of Kraken

, and the northern part of Ligeia (see Fig. 3 )), the ellipses are near

ircular which indicates that the flow velocity rotates over 1 TD in-

tead of being nil during the transition between two directions.

he orientation of the flow and, hence, of the tidal ellipses de-

ends on the location. In the straits, the ellipses are aligned with

he main axis of the strait while, in their vicinity, they point at the

earest mouth of the strait. Offshore, where the speed is larger

han 0.001 m/s, the main axis of the ellipses is aligned with the

treamlines at perikron/apokron (see Fig. 3 ). 

The tidal forcing studied in this paper does not seem to gen-

rate resonance in the northern seas (at least during the 15 TD

tudied). Nevertheless, it does not mean that eigenmodes of the

orthern seas could not be excited by other phenomena. In order

o study the eigenmodes, we performed a discrete modal analy-

is of the Discontinuous Galerkin solution of the linear shallow

ater equations following the method of Bernard et al. (2008) .

he eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed by means of the

inalg.eig function of scipy package of python which solves

he generalized eigenvalue problem M 

dU 
dt 

= AU where M is the

ass matrix, A is the discontinuous galerkin discretisation of the

inear shallow water space operators for the domain, and U =
(η, u, v ) is the solution. The periods of the eigenmodes range from

 . 55 × 10 −3 T D to 15171 TD . Nevertheless, most of the eigenmodes

90%) have a period smaller than 25 TD (see Fig. 6 (a)). Some of the

igenmodes have a period close to 1 TD but these eigenmodes con-

ist in localized modifications of the sea surface elevation in some

f the small bays, along the northern shore of Ligeia Mare or near

he islands of Kraken 2 and Ligeia Mare. These localized phenom-

na do not play a significant role in the global tides of the northern

eas and these eigenmodes are not noticeable while looking at the

idal motion. Some of the eigenmodes correspond to phenomena

uch as coastal trapped waves or funnel shaped waves but their

esonance frequency is not excited by the tides. A complete dis-

ussion of the northern seas eigenmodes is of interest but beyond

he scope of this article. 

In Kraken 1, 2, and Ligeia Mare, the Rossby radius of defor-

ation ( R = 

√ 

gh 

f 
where g = 1 . 352 m/s 2 is the mean gravitational

cceleration at Titan 

′ s surface, h is the depth, and f is the Cori-

lis parameter) ranges are respectively [91.3, 1776.3] km, [98.5,

938.2] km, and [93.5, 1655.3] km. These values are larger than the

haracteristic length scale of the basins except for areas near the

hore where the seas are shallower. This means that rotating shal-

ow water waves such as Kelvin waves could appear near shore,

 being smaller than the characteristic length scale at these loca-

ions. Other coastal trapped waves such as the edge waves could

ccur in the northern seas while continental shelf waves are ruled

ut because there is no shelf. Some of the eigenmodes of the

orthern seas correspond to such coastal trapped waves but they

re not excited by the tides as their periods are much smaller

han the tidal period. Nevertheless, coastal trapped waves could

ppear due to other forcings such as the wind but this is beyond

he scope of this article. Furthermore, the evolution of the sea sur-
A tidal ellipse is the locus of the end of the velocity vector associated with one 

idal component over a tidal period at one point. 
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Fig. 3. Tidal current streamlines at Perikron (a) and Apokron (b). The empty areas correspond to areas where the predicted velocity field magnitude is smaller than 0.001 m/s. 

At these periods, the main current pattern is a flux going from the south-eastern part of Kraken 2 towards the north of Kraken 1 and from Moray Sinus towards Ligeia Mare 

(Panel (b)) or in the opposite direction (Panel (a)). 
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face elevation over one tidal period does not show evidence for

any coastal trapped waves (see the video of the tidal motion over

1 TD in additional content). Such waves are, hence, unlikely, un-

less they have a period smaller than 0.05 TD ( ∼ 6.9 × 10 4 s) (which

is the numerical time step) or larger than 0.5 TD ( ∼ 6.9 × 10 5 s) or

they occur on a really small spatial scale. Topographic planetary

waves could occur if | ∇ h H | ≥ HR 0 ( LeBlond and Mysak, 1978 ) where

H is the depth, R 0 = R tan φ0 ( R is Titan radius and φ0 is the lati-

tude), and | ∇ h H | ∼ 0.002 is the bathymetry gradient. This condi-

tion being never encountered with the bathymetry implemented,

such waves are not expected. Offshore, the shallow water waves

phase speed tends to c = 

√ 

gh and to be non dispersive. In Trevize

and Seldon Fretum, capillary waves could occur–thus tidal current

could generate surface roughness detectable in radar observations.

Indeed, Hayes et al. (2013) calculated a speed for capillary waves

(3 cm wavelength) of 0.11 m/s, which is lower than the flow veloc-

ity in those straits. Other phenomena, which could not be detected

by spacecraft instrument, such as surface gravity waves and turbu-

lence, could also occur in these seas and might play a role in the

transfer of energy and momentum to these waves. 

It is noteworthy that the system of two basins connected by

a channel is a classic Helmholtz oscillator. A terrestrial example

of such behaviour is the identification of a 48–72 hr periodicity

in currents through the Straits of Mackinac, between the Great

Lakes, Michigan and Huron ( Anderson and Schwab, 2013 ). The two

major Kraken basins and Seldon Fretum form an analogous sys-

tem. The natural period can be calculated (Eq. 8 of Anderson and

Schwab (2013) ) from the channel cross-section ( A c ∼ 0.2 km 

2 , for

∼ 10 m depth), the area of the basins ( A K 1 ∼ 2.4 × 10 5 km 

2 and

A K 2 ∼ 1.3 × 10 5 km 

2 ), the channel length l = 40 km and gravity g =
1 . 352 m/s 

2 
as T = 2 π

√ 

l 

A c g 

(
1 

A K1 
+ 1 

A K2 

) . With these values, the pre-

dicted period is about 8.8 Earth days. As this period is not an in-

teger divisor of the tidal period, it would take several tidal cycles

to observe any resonance phenomena with the tides. The Ligeia-

revize-Kraken system has an even longer period (about 18.7 Earth

days) and would be more heavily damped by the long tortuous

channel, so the Helmholtz mode will be insignificant there. Other

i  
ossible resonance phenomenon could be the quarter wavelength

esonance. The latter can be observed on shelves in the Earth

cean. The speed of long waves is given by c ∼
√ 

gh . For a tidal

eriod of 1 TD (about 15.95 Earth days), the resulting quarter wave-

ength width ranges from 283 km nearshore up to 5500 km at the

aximum depth. This increase is not linear. For instance, the quar-

er wavelength width is higher than 1400 km at 1.7 km offshore.

onsequently, such resonance phenomenon is unlikely in Titan 

′ s
orthern seas. 

.2. Fluid exchanges between the basins 

In this sub-section, we focus on the tidally induced fluid ex-

hanges between Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare and between both

asins of Kraken Mare. There are much more liquid exchanges be-

ween both basins of Kraken Mare than between Kraken Mare and

igeia Mare: the maximum volumetric flow rate through Seldon

retum is about three times larger than in Trevize Fretum (see

ig. 7 ) and the total volumetric flow rate through Seldon Fretum

in one way or another) over one Titan day is 32.7 km 

3 / TD while it

s 10.5 km 

3 / TD in Trevize Fretum. The former matches the semiana-

ytic estimate of Lorenz et al. (2014) ; they considered a wedge-like

olume of liquid of 10–30 km 

3 in each half period. Fig. 7 shows

hat there is an asymmetry in the flow rate through both straits: it

oes not behave as a sinusoid. Indeed, the behaviour of the volu-

etric flow rate is not the same at its maximum and at its mini-

um. This is due to the fact that the flow rate in the straits does

ot only depend on the velocity but also on the sea surface eleva-

ion at this location. For instance, in Trevize Fretum, the flow rate

ncreases faster after its minimum than after its maximum (the

lope of the graph is steeper). This can be linked to the fact that

he sea surface elevation is positive in Trevize Fretum when the

olumetric flow rate is maximum. This larger total depth of liq-

id results in a slower decrease of the volumetric flow rate when

he velocity decreases. Despite this asymmetry, the daily average

s nil. The volumetric flow rates explain the smaller volume varia-

ion in Ligeia Mare. Indeed, the latter is about three times larger

n both basins of Kraken Mare than in Ligeia Mare (see Fig. 8 ).
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Fig. 4. Streamlines (a, b, c, d, g, h, i, j) and orientation (e, f, k, l) of the tidal current (in m/s) in Seldon and Trevize Fretum at four times of day: Perikron (a, e, h), T /4 after 

Perikron (b, i), Apokron (c, f, j), and T /4 after Apokron (d, k). The fluid speed is maximum (0.364 m/s) in Seldon Fretum 0.06 TD after perikron. The other areas where the 

speed is high are, in first instance, the other straits and, in second instance, the nearshore regions corresponding to specific shapes in the shoreline such as cape, peninsula 

and bay. The velocity in the strait is unidirectional for most of a Titan day (see Panels (e, f, k, l)). 
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onsequently, there is a strong correlation between volume vari-

tion in Kraken 1 and Kraken 2: the volume variation is maxi-

um in one basin soon after/before the minimum in the other

nd vice versa (see Fig. 8 ). This can be explained by the fact that

he tidal forcing magnitude is more significant in the surround-

ngs of Seldon Fretum than near Trevize Fretum and by the shape

f the straits: Trevize Fretum is much more elongated than Sel-

on Fretum and the small channels next to Seldon Fretum allow

or additional liquid exchanges. The volume variation of each basin

ehaves as a sinusoid whose period is 1 TD . Although being sig-

ificant, the volume variation is quite weak with respect to the
olume of the basins. Indeed, for this bathymetry, the total vol-

me of Ligeia Mare, Kraken 1 and Kraken 2 are respectively about

50 0 km 

3 , 130 0 0 km 

3 and 720 0 km 

3 while the maximum volume

ariations over a Titan day predicted by our model with these pa-

ameters are about 2.5 km 

3 , 8.9 km 

3 , and 9.2 km 

3 respectively. 

We also studied the fluid exchanges between the basins and

aria over a period of time of 150 TD (about 6.55 Earth years or

.22 Titan years) by means of a passive tracer: the tracer con-

entration is set to 1 in Ligeia Mare and Kraken 2 and to 0 in

raken 1. This means that wherever the tracer is larger than 0 in

raken 1 (or smaller than 1 in the others basins), there is some
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Fig. 5. Major and minor axes of the tidal ellipses in the northern seas (Panel (a)), Trevize Fretum (Panel (b)) and Seldon Fretum (Panel (c)). The tidal ellipses represent the 

orientation of the first tidal component of the current over a whole period. Red and blue ellipses respectively indicate an anti-clockwise/clockwise rotation while the color 

scales with the magnitude of the maximum velocity over 1 TD . The smaller the minor axis, the more elongated the ellipses and the more unidirectional the velocity. (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 6. Periods of the northern seas eigenmodes (Panel (a), in TD ) with a zoom from 

0 to 1 TD (Panel (b)) and from 0.99 to 1.01 TD (Panel (c)). The tidal period and its 

first fifth integer divisors are in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Volumetric flow rate through Seldon (black line) and Trevize Fretum (blue 

line) over three Titan days. In Seldon and Trevize Fretum, it is respectively positive 

towards Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare. The volumetric flow rate through the former is 

about three times larger than that through the latter. The net difference over 1 TD is 

0 km 

3 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article). 
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liquid originating from the adjacent basin(s). Such volumes grow

over time. They grow faster in Kraken Mare than in Ligeia Mare.

For instance, after 150 TD , at least 1% of the liquid at one loca-

tion is originating from another basin in most of Kraken Mare (see

Fig. 9 (a)). The areas where this is not the case are almost enclosed

bays such as that west of Mayda Insula. On the contrary, in Ligeia,
here are some traces of liquid originating from Kraken Mare only

n the southern part of the sea, near Trevize Fretum. If we look at

igher thresholds, we can see that the liquid exchanges between

igeia Mare and Kraken Mare remains confined to Trevize Fretum

nd the small channels at Ligeia outlet. On the other side, there

s a wide area (about half of the basin) in both basins of Kraken

are where at least 5% of the liquid is originating from the other
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Fig. 8. Volume variation in the basins of Kraken and Ligeia Maria over three Titan 

days. The variation is larger in both basins of Kraken Mare than in Ligeia Mare and 

the total variation of each basin over a Titan day is nil. 
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asin, which is due to the much more significant liquid exchanges

hrough Seldon Fretum (see Fig. 9 (b)). The area where at least 10%

f the liquid is originating from the other basin remains located

ear Seldon Fretum in Kraken 1 while it spreads over the west-

rn part of Kraken 2 (see Fig. 9 (c)). This can be due to the smaller

olume of liquid and smaller area of Kraken 2 (about 54% of the

olume of Kraken 1). Unless a precipitation event (which is un-

ikely in Kraken 2 and in the southern region of Kraken 1) or an

vaporation rate peak (which seems to occur during the spring)

ccurs, our model gives a good approximation of the tidally in-

uced liquid exchanges between the basins of Kraken Mare. In-

eed, the density driven circulation predicted in Seldon Fretum

y Tokano and Lorenz (2016) are either insignificant (for the ther-

ally forced circulation) or at least one order of magnitude smaller

see Fig. 14a of Tokano and Lorenz (2016) ) than the tidally induced

ow (for precipitation/evaporation driven flows). Furthermore, the

ormer occurs on a much larger time scale than the diurnal time

cale of the tides. On the other hand, there could be a more signif-

cant difference in composition between Ligeia and Kraken Maria

 Lorenz, 2014 ). As the shape of the strait almost reduces the tidal

ow to a back an forth motion, a significant density gradient in the

trait could modify the flow in Trevize Fretum and, hence, the liq-

id exchanges. But studying this is beyond the scope of the present

rticle. Furthermore, other factors could modify these results. For

xample, in the case of a pure tidal flow in and out of Ligeia Mare

hrough Trevize Fretum, then the same parcel of liquid is washed

ack and forth and the net mixing is small: a parcel of liquid

omes through the channel and sits at the mouth, then is sucked

ack through. However, if there is, for instance, a strong wind-

enerated gyre in Ligeia Mare, then whatever Kraken Mare liquid is

osed out of Trevize Fretum into Ligeia Mare is quickly swept away

nd mixed into Ligeia Mare, and what is sucked back into Trevize

retum is now mostly Ligeia Mare liquid, not the previously Kraken

arcel. Consequently, we can only assess that the variation of liq-

id composition observed in Moray Sinus ( Hayes et al., 2011 ) with

espect to Kraken Mare cannot be explained by tidally induced liq-

id exchanges over a time scale smaller than 150 TD . This variation

ould be related to liquid exchanges with Ligeia Mare over a much

onger period or to liquid exchanges interacting with wind gyre(s)

or similar phenomenon) at one (at least) of Trevize Fretum outlets.

.3. The canyons of Ligeia Mare 

In this section, we investigate the tidal current and sea sur-

ace elevation in the canyons studied by Poggiali et al. (2016) . We

how that the tides do not play a significant role in filling these

b  
anyons. As no information is available about the liquid depth in

hese canyons, the bathymetry is derived similarly to that of Ligeia

are. Near Vid Flumina, it results in a maximum depth of 2.3 m,

he mean depth being about 1 m while the maximum depth is

bout 6.5 m near Xhantus Flumen. This bathymetry does not take

nto account the slope of the bottom of the canyons, the latter be-

ng unknown: Poggiali et al. (2016) predicted that the liquid sur-

ace is at the same level as in Ligeia Mare with an error of about

.7 m. 

The maximum sea surface elevation in the canyons is about

.034 m, which does not significantly modify the liquid depth at

his location and cannot be detected by any Cassini instrument. At

he time of the flyby analysed by Poggiali et al. (2016) (T91, at a

rue anomaly of ν = 69 ◦), the tide was high in the canyons: the sea

urface elevation was between 0.009 m and 0.02 m in the canyons

ear Vid Flumina while it was between 0.027 m and 0.031 m in

hose located next to Xanthus Flumen. Unfortunately, such varia-

ions are too small to be observed by means of the Radar whose

recision along the vertical axis is about 0.7 m ( Poggiali et al.,

016 ). There is no discontinuity between the tides in the canyons

nd in Ligeia Mare: the liquid motion in the canyons is induced by

he tides of Ligeia Mare. In both canyons, the only significant tidal

omponent is the first harmonic (see Fig. 10 ). 

The maximum velocity in the canyons near Vid Flumina is

.064 m/s and occurs at the mouth of the dendritic network, where

he canyon is narrow. Except for this location and at the mouth

f the southern canyon, the speed is lower than 0.04 m/s. In the

anyon near Xanthus Flumen, the speed is lower than 0.012 m/s. 

In the light of such predictions and as we do not take into ac-

ount the slope in the canyon, it is highly unlikely that the liquid

lling these canyons is due to the tides. Nonetheless, those conclu-

ions may be put into question if there are significant discrepancies

etween the bathymetry implemented in the numerical model and

he real bathymetry. 

.4. Moray sinus and the “Magic Islands” phenomenon 

In this section, we will detail the tidal response of the northern

eas in regions where transient features were observed and in a

ay west of Trevize Fretum, Moray Sinus. The “Magic Islands” phe-

omenon was observed both in Kraken and Ligeia Maria. Never-

heless, Hofgartner et al. (2016) suggested that, in Ligeia, the phe-

omenon is independent from the diurnal tide. Consequently, it is

ot of a particular interest to study accurately these areas. 

In Kraken Mare, the “Magic Island” was observed at (73 °N,

5 °E) between T91 and T104 flybys. The true anomaly of Titan dur-

ng these flybys was 69 ° and 246 ° respectively, which correspond

o a variation of 177 °, almost half a Titan day. Consequently, di-

rnal phenomenon such as the tides cannot be ruled out. In this

rea, tidal components other than the diurnal one are not signifi-

ant and, hence, can be disregarded. The sea surface elevation vari-

tion between both flybys is about 0.1 m, which is too small to ex-

lain the phenomenon. The tidal currents in this area are weaker

han 0.029 m/s (the maximum occurs near the shores of the nearby

sland), which is smaller than the speed for capillary waves (3 cm

avelength) calculated by Hayes et al. (2013) (0.11 m/s). 

In Moray Sinus, the bathymetry is amphitheater-shaped with a

aximum depth (45 m) at the inlet. The main tidal component is

iurnal and the tidal range ranges from 0.17 to 0.225 m. The flow

s really weak except in the narrow part at the northern end of

oray Sinus where it can reach 0.058 m/s. In both areas, no capil-

ary waves are expected, the tidal flow being too small. Neverthe-

ess, with different bathymetry assumptions, the flow speed could

e higher. In this connection, we note that the speed for capillary

aves (3 cm wavelength) calculated by Hayes et al. (2013) could

e reached–thus tidal currents could conceivably generate surface
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Table 3 

Sea surface elevation ( η), tidal current ( u ), tidal range ( 
η), maximum volume variation ( 
V ), and liquid exchanges through a strait over one 

Titan Day for the various values of the parameters. γ 2 is the attenuation factor, H is the depth (constant) of Trevize Fretum, α is the scaling 

factor for the bathymetry, and n is Manning ′ s coefficient. S, T, L, K1, and K2 subscripts respectively refer to Seldon Fretum, Trevize Fretum, 

Ligeia Mare, Kraken 1, and Kraken 2. The reference case (bold text) corresponds to γ2 = 0 . 1 , n = 0 . 03 ms −1 / 3 , and a bathymetry scaling with 

the distance to the shore. 

ηmax 

[m] 

‖ u ‖ S 
[m/s] 

‖ u ‖ T 
[m/s] 


ηmax 

[m] 


V L 
[km 

3 /TD] 


V K 1 
[km 

3 /TD] 


V K 2 
[km 

3 /TD] 


V S 
[km 

3 ] 


V T 
[km 

3 ] 

γ2 = 0 . 05 0.086 0.242 0.172 0.168 1.8 6.2 5.9 21.103 7.523 

γ2 = 0 . 1 a 0.145 0.364 0.235 0.288 2.5 8.9 9.2 32.749 10.501 

γ2 = 0 . 2 0.247 0.523 0.32 0.492 3.6 12.3 13.7 48.712 14.642 

γ2 = 0 . 3 0.342 0.64 0.385 0.678 4.6 14.8 17.1 60.661 17.847 

H = 10 m 0.143 0.357 0.202 0.285 3.9 8.6 9 32.071 16.133 

H = 20 m 

b 0.162 0.342 0.304 0.331 10.8 8.2 8.8 30.955 44.151 

H = 50 m 

b 0.223 0.434 0.211 0.446 15.7 7.6 11.24 39.714 63.488 

n = 0 . 01 sm 

−1 / 3 0.184 0.595 0.523 0.354 6 14.5 12.74 43.834 22.854 

n = 0 . 02 sm 

−1 / 3 0.165 0.448 0.332 0.326 3.6 11.6 11.3 39.677 14.574 

n = 0 . 04 sm 

−1 / 3 0.129 0.293 0.178 0.258 2 6.9 7.4 26.763 7.987 

n = 0 . 05 sm 

−1 / 3 0.118 0.241 0.144 0.235 1.6 5.6 6.2 22.267 6.413 

n = 0 . 06 sm 

−1 / 3 0.11 0.203 0.12 0.22 1.3 4.7 5.2 18.946 5.352 

2 α c 0.179 0.269 0.273 0.352 3.4 14.6 13.4 47.193 14.343 

0.5 α d 0.099 0.258 0.219 0.192 1.2 2.7 3.3 11.806 4.385 

a Reference case (i.e. γ 2 = 0.1, n = 0 . 03 sm 

−1 / 3 and no bathymetry modification). 
b In these cases, the maximum elevation occurs in Ligeia Mare. 
c In this case, the bathymetry in Kraken Mare is computed with a scaling factor doubled. 
d In this case, the bathymetry in Kraken Mare is computed with a scaling factor divided by 2 

Table 4 

Location of potential amphidromic point(s) for the various values of the 

parameters. γ 2 is the attenuation factor, H is the depth (constant) of Tre- 

vize Fretum, α is the scaling factor for the bathymetry, and n is Manning ′ s 
coefficient. The reference case (bold text) corresponds to γ2 = 0 . 1 , n = 

0 . 03 ms −1 / 3 , and a bathymetry scaling with the distance to the shore. 

Amphidromic Point 

in Kraken 1 

Amphidromic Point 

in Kraken 2 

γ2 = 0 . 05 (64.06 °N, 65.102 °E) –

γ2 = 0 . 1 a ( 65.213 °N, 66.459 °E ) –

γ2 = 0 . 2 (67.391 °N, 64.197 °E) (64.171 °N, 32.143 °E) 

γ2 = 0 . 3 (68.418 °N, 62.529 °E) (63.897 °N, 33.905 °E) 

H = 10 m (66.695 °N, 62.16 °E) –

H = 20 m 

b (70.056 °N, 44.491 °E) –

H = 50 m 

b – –

n = 0 . 01 sm 

−1 / 3 – –

n = 0 . 02 sm 

−1 / 3 (65.032 °N, 63.27 °E) –

n = 0 . 04 sm 

−1 / 3 (66.57 °N, 65.686 °E) (64.302 °N, 31.032 °E) 

n = 0 . 05 sm 

−1 / 3 – (63.927 °N, 33.202 °E) 

n = 0 . 06 sm 

−1 / 3 – (63.721 °N, 34.711 °E) 

2 α c (67.347 °N, 48.643 °E) –

0.5 α d (70.3506 °N, 57.958 °E) (63.15 °N, 38.5 °E) 

a Reference case (i.e. γ 2 = 0.1 and no bathymetry modification). 
b In these cases, the maximum elevation occurs in Ligeia Mare. 
c In this case, the bathymetry in Kraken Mare is computed with a scaling 

factor doubled. 
d In this case, the bathymetry in Kraken Mare is computed with a scaling 

factor divided by 2. 
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e  
roughness detectable in radar observations in both Moray Sinus

and where the “Magic Island” was observed. 

4. Influence of the model parameters 

In this section, a sensitivity analysis to the poorly constrained

parameters γ 2 , the depth of Trevize Fretum, the bathymetry of

Kraken Mare, and the bottom friction is conducted. We also

present our results when a bathymetry mimicking that shown in

Fig. 9a of Hayes (2016) is used in Ligeia Mare. The main results are

summarised in Tables 3 and 4 . The reference values are γ2 = 0 . 1 ,

n = 0 . 03 sm 

−1 / 3 and a bathymetry scaling with the distance to the

shore, which corresponds to the results presented in Section 3 . 
.1. Influence of the attenuation factor γ 2 

We discuss the influence of the attenuation factor γ 2 on the

idal response in Ligeia and Kraken Maria. In order to take into ac-

ount the wide range of values of Love numbers found in the liter-

ture (see Section 2.2 ), we studied γ 2 for values ranging from 0.05

o 0.3. The maximum tidal range is an increasing function of the

ttenuation factor within the studied range (see Fig. 11 ). The max-

mum surface elevation (and tidal range) occurs at the same loca-

ion and at the same time (0.31 TD after perikron) whatever the

alue of γ 2 (see the video entitled " Northern _ seas _ sse _ gamma2 "

n the additional content), which is not the case for the velocity.

ndeed, although the maximum speed remains located in Seldon

retum, the time slightly varies with γ 2 : the higher γ 2 , the later

he maximum speed occurs (there is a time lag of 0.045 TD be-

ween γ2 = 0 . 05 and 0.3). The opposite is observed in Trevize Fre-

um: the higher γ 2 , the earlier the maximum speed occurs in the

trait. In Seldon and Trevize Fretum, the maximum speed behaves

ike a square root with respect to γ 2 : it increases and seems to

end towards a constant value (see Fig. 11 ). The increase is larger

n Seldon Fretum than in Trevize Fretum: the speed is respectively

ultiplied by 2.64 and 2.24 between γ2 = 0 . 05 and 0.3. This may

e interpreted as follows: at some point, the geometry of the strait

revails the tidal forcing concerning the maximum speed. In the

eas, the speed also increases with γ 2 but it remains of the same

rder of magnitude whatever the value of γ 2 except at some spe-

ific locations such as capes, peninsula, islands or smaller straits.

he flow orientation can change locally when γ 2 varies but the

lobal patterns of the flow remain identical. 

The most significant changes induced by γ 2 variations are the

odifications in the phase and range of the first tidal component.

or instance, for γ 2 ≥ 0.2 a second amphidromic point appears (see

ig. 12 (b)). It is located in the south-western part of Kraken 2. The

xistence and the position of such amphidromic points are clearly

elated to the value of γ 2 . Between γ2 = 0 . 05 and γ2 = 0 . 3 , the

mphidromic point moves by about 201 km in Kraken 1 while, be-

ween γ2 = 0 . 2 and γ2 = 0 . 3 , it moves by about 37 km in Kraken 2.

n Kraken 1, the amphidromic point moves North-westwards as γ 2 

ncreases except for the transition between γ2 = 0 . 05 and γ2 = 0 . 1

here it moves North-eastwards. In Kraken 2, it moves south-

astwards (see Table 4 ). As a consequence of this displacement,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.12.018
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Fig. 9. Tracing experiment to illustrate the fluid exchanges between the basins of the northern Maria. The colored areas are the regions where at least 1% (Panel (a)), 5% 

(Panel (b)), and 10% (Panel (c)) of the liquid comes from the adjacent basin(s) after 150 TD . The mixing of Ligeia Mare is very slow while it is fastest in Kraken 2. (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 10. Tidal range in canyons near Xanthus flumen (a) and near Vid Flumina (b) for the reference case. The areas shown in these figures correspond to red rectangles D 

and C in Fig.1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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Fig. 11. Maximal tidal range (cross, in m ) and maximum fluid speed in Trevize (cir- 

cle, in m/s) and Seldon (triangle, in m/s) Fretum as function of the attenuation fac- 

tor γ 2 . The dashed and dotted lines are respectively a linear and a quadratic mean 

square root approximation. 
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the tidal range can locally decrease although γ 2 is increasing. The

shape of the corange lines does not change with γ 2 : it remains an

ovoid centred on the amphidromic point. Consequently, their ori-

entation locally varies with γ 2 as the amphidromic point moves. It

also results in much stronger variations (in tidal range and phase)

in the strait linking both basins of Kraken Mare. The variations of

the tidal phase and displacement of these amphidromic points are

due to a side effect of the variation of γ 2 : the resulting modi-

fications of liquid exchanges and, hence, the volume variation of

each basin (see Fig. 14 ). Indeed, if we look at an enclosed basin

(i.e. without liquid exchange with others basins), there is no vari-

ation of the tidal phase or amphidromic point displacement when

γ 2 varies. 

Variations of γ 2 strongly modify the amount of liquid ex-

changes between the basins through Seldon and Trevize Fretum

(see Fig. 13 ). The volumetric flow rate over a Titan day is respec-

tively multiplied by 2.87 and 2.37 between γ2 = 0 . 05 and γ2 = 0 . 3

(see Table 3 ) and it does not occur at the same time of the day,

which is consistent with the behaviour of the velocity field. These

effects are also noticeable when looking at the volume variation

over the basin (i.e, Kraken 1, Kraken 2 and Ligeia Mare): the larger

γ 2 , the larger the volume variation (see Fig. 14 ). For instance,

the maximum volume variation in Kraken 1, Kraken 2 and Ligeia

Mare are multiplied by 2.37, 2.89 and 2.55 between γ2 = 0 . 05 and

γ2 = 0 . 3 . A small time lag in volume variation is also observed

between each value of γ 2 . Except for γ2 = 0 . 05 , when it occurs

in Kraken 1, the maximum volume variation occurs in Kraken 2

( Fig. 14 ). 

These results allow us to assess that the attenuation factor has

not only an impact on the surface elevation and the velocity (mag-

nitude and orientation) at a given point but it also affects the tidal

phase and the global behaviour of the tides. This proves that the

deformability of Titan 

′ s surface has a significant influence on the

tides. 

4.2. Influence of the depth of Trevize Fretum 

Following the work of Tokano et al. (2014) who investigated the

influence of the depth of Seldon Fretum on the tidal response of

the northern seas, we study the tidal response of the Maria for

three additional constant depths of Trevize Fretum: 10 m, 20 m,

and 50 m which will be referred to as Trevize A, Trevize B , and

Trevize C (the maximum depth in the reference case was 15 m).

Indeed, Tokano et al. (2014) established that modifying the depth

of Seldon Fretum results in phase lag (up to 90 °), modifications of

the flow in the strait and sea surface elevation, displacement of
he amphidromic point observed in Kraken 1, and variations of the

iquid exchanges between both basins of Kraken Mare. 

As shown in Table 3 , for H = 10 m , there is no significant mag-

itude variation in sea surface elevation (and, hence, in tidal range)

nd fluid velocity with respect to the reference case except in Tre-

ize Fretum where the maximum speed decreases by 0.033 m/s.

he maximum sea surface elevation and tidal range remain located

n the south-eastern part of Kraken 2 and occur at the same time

see Fig. 15 ). The main variation is a small displacement of the am-

hidromic point in Kraken 1 (it moves north-westward by about

03 km), which does not impact significantly the shape of the cor-

nge lines. 

For H = 20 m and H = 50 m , there are much more variations

ith respect to the reference case. First, although the sea sur-

ace elevation remains high in the south-eastern part of Kraken 2

about 0.136 m for Trevize B and 0.151 m for Trevize C ) at the same

ime, this is no longer the maximum. Indeed, η is maximum in the

astern part of Ligeia Mare respectively 0.02 TD and 0.16 TD before

erikron. As a consequence, the maximum tidal range also occurs

n the eastern part of Ligeia Mare, at the location where the lo-

al maximum in Ligeia Mare was previously reached, and there are

ignificant modifications of the tidal phase (see Fig. 16 (a) and (b)).

hese modifications mainly occur in Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare. In-

eed, in Kraken 2, there is a small lag in the tidal phase (about 6 ° –

 °) and the tidal range at a given point change by less than 0.01 m.

n contrast, in Kraken 1, modifications of H involve a large displace-

ent of the amphidromic point north-westwards: this point moves

y 430 km with respect to the benchmark for H = 20 m (it is lo-

ated in the south-western region of Kraken 1) and, for H = 50 m ,

here is no amphidromic point in Kraken 1 (the shape of the lines

f constant tidal phase seems to imply that it would be located

omewhere on the land, south of Mayda Insula). For Trevize C , the

idal phase pattern suggests that, to a large extent, the tidal mo-

ion in each basin can be represented by a sloshing wave mode.

ndeed, the tidal phase is nearly uniform over large geographical

reas while there are strong variations (sometimes by about 180 °)
ver the straits connecting those basins (see Fig. 16 (b)). The am-

hidromic point displacement explains the modifications of tidal

ange and phase observed in Kraken 1, i.e. the tidal range decreases

n the northern shore and increases on the southern shore of the

asin. In Ligeia Mare, increasing the depth of Trevize Fretum re-

ults in a larger tidal range. For Trevize C , the tidal range in Ligeia

are is larger than everywhere else in Kraken Mare. This observa-

ion holds for Trevize B except for the south-eastern part of Kraken

 (where the tidal range is maximum in the benchmark). In Tre-

ize Fretum, the transition is different for H = 20 m : the tidal range

s smaller in the strait than at both outlets. This phenomenon is

ot observed with Trevize A and C . The other main difference in

his strait occurs for H = 50 m . Indeed, for such a depth, the tidal

hase in Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare are continuous. It means that

he tidal motion in Ligeia Mare is no longer independent from that

n Kraken 1. Indeed, for the benchmark, Trevize A , and Trevize B ,

he tidal phase in Ligeia Mare respectively are about −70 ◦, −52 ◦,
nd −5 ◦ which is significantly smaller than the tidal phase in the

orthern part of Kraken 1 (about 100 °, 100 ° and 115 °) while, for

 = 50 m , the tidal phase in Ligeia Mare is about 75 ° and increase

owards Kraken 1 (but there is no transition observed in Trevize

retum). The fact that the tides in Ligeia Mare and Kraken 1 are no

onger independent can also be observed by looking at the sea sur-

ace elevation ( see the video entitled " Northern _ seas _ sse _ 50m " in

he additional content): for the reference case and Trevize A and B ,

here is a significant elevation gradient in both Seldon and Trevize

retum while such a gradient is only observed in Seldon Fretum for

revize C . 

The depth of Trevize Fretum has a small influence on the fluid

elocity out of the straits. Indeed, although some local variations

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.12.018
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Fig. 12. Tidal range (in m) and tidal phase (white lines, with a 15 ° spacing) in Kraken and Ligeia Maria for γ2 = 0 . 05 (a) and γ2 = 0 . 3 (b). The white arrows show the direction 

of the tide. The maximum tidal range remains located in the south-eastern part of Kraken 2 but increases with respect to γ 2 . The displacement of the amphidromic point 

in Kraken 1 is noticeable likewise the one which appears in Kraken 2. It results in an increase of the tidal range on the southern shore of Kraken 1. 

Fig. 13. Volumetric flow rate through Seldon (a) and Trevize Fretum (b) over one Titan day for γ 2 ranging from 0.05 to 0.3. In Seldon and Trevize Fretum, it is respectively 

positive towards Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare. In each strait, the volumetric flow rate increases with γ 2 and a small time lag appears. 

Fig. 14. Variation of volume in both basins of Kraken Mare and Ligeia Mare over 

one Titan day. In each basin, a time lag appears and the maximum volume variation 

rises when γ 2 increases. 
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n current orientation can be observed, the global patterns remain

he same (not shown). The speed increases offshore in Ligeia Mare

or Trevize B and C , which is consistent with the sea surface eleva-
ion. The latter being doubled, the liquid transport is more signif-

cant and the same applies to the fluid speed. In Trevize Fretum,

he speed exceeds that of the reference one only for Trevize B (see

able 3 ). 

The modification of Trevize Fretum depth logically results in

ariations of liquid exchanges between the basins. In Seldon Fre-

um, there is almost no variation for Trevize A while for the Tre-

ize B and C , a time lag of about 0.06 TD appears and the maxi-

um volumetric flow rate respectively decreases and increases by

.5% and 21.3% for Trevize B and C (see Fig. 17 ). The impact on the

olume variation of Kraken 2 is similar: almost no variation for

 = 10 m and a time lag and a decrease/increase of maximum vol-

me variation for H = 20 , 50 m of respectively 4.7% and 22.4%. As

xpected, modifying the depth of Trevize Fretum has a significant

nfluence on the flow crossing this strait. A significant increase of

he volumetric flow rate and a time lag can be observed for all

mplemented depths of Trevize Fretum. The maximum volumetric

ow rate respectively represents 154%, 420%, and 605% of the vol-

metric flow rate going through Trevize Fretum in the reference

ase for Trevize A, B and C . The maximum volumetric flow rate is

ot a linear function of the depth. This implies that the liquid ex-

hanges between the basins would be constant if the strait was
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Fig. 15. Tidal range (in m) and tidal phase (white lines, with a 15 ° spacing) in 

Kraken and Ligeia Maria for H = 10 m . The white arrows show the direction of the 

tide. The tide rotates anticlockwise and the amphidromic point in Kraken 1 moved 

with respect to its location for the reference case. The location and value of the 

maximum tidal range do not change significantly with respect to the reference case. 
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deeper than a certain limit (which is larger than 50 m). This result

was also observed in Seldon Fretum by Tokano et al. (2014) . De-

spite the fact that the volumetric flow rate crossing Trevize Fretum

increases with the depth of the strait, this is not the case for the

maximum volume variation of Kraken 1. Indeed, the latter slightly

decreases when the depth increases and is smaller than the ref-

erence case for each Trevize . For Trevize A, B, and C , the volume

variation in Kraken 1 represent about 97%, 93%, and 86% of 
V

for the reference case (see Table 3 ). As shown in Fig. 18 , the ma-

jor impact of H on volume variation in Kraken 1 results in a time

lag (much more significant than that observed for the volumetric

flow rate in Trevize Fretum). The latter increases with the depth of
Fig. 16. Tidal range (in m) and tidal phase (white lines, with a 15 ° spacing) in Kraken 

direction of the tide. For H = 20 m , there is a significant displacement (about 425 km) of

(70.06 °N, 44.49 °E). For H = 50 m , there is no amphidromic point in any basin of the Maria

is now maximum in the eastern part of Ligeia Mare although it remains high in the south
he strait and can reach up to about 0.55 TD . A significant time lag

s also observed in Ligeia Mare. It is the only basin of the Maria

here the volume variation significantly increases with H: 
V in-

reases respectively by a factor 1.57, 4.28 and 6.24 with respect to

he reference case for Trevize A, B and C . 

The time lag and modifications of volume variation resulting

rom the various depths also cause change in the period of time

uring which the sea surface elevation is positive or negative over

 whole basin. There are some changes in Kraken 2: the period of

ime can last slightly longer (at most 0.135 TD ) and a small time

ag can be observed (at most 0.055 TD ) but they remain minor in

omparison to the variations in Ligeia Mare. Indeed, in this Mare,

he period of time during which the elevation is positive (nega-

ive) over the whole domain lasts longer and longer when H rises:

n contrast to the reference case, these two periods of time com-

ined last longer than half a Titan day for Trevize A, B, and C (re-

pectively 0.535, 0.83 and 0.9 TD ). For Trevize A and Trevize B the

eriod of time ends 0.02 TD later than for the reference case and

tart earlier (respectively 0.045 and 0.19 TD ) while, for Trevize C ,

he period of time starts and ends earlier (respectively 0.395 and

bout 0.19 TD . 

.3. Influence of the bottom friction 

We study the influence of the bottom friction on the tidal re-

ponse in Ligeia and Kraken Maria by varying Manning ′ s roughness

oefficient, n . The values studied range from 0.01 to 0 . 06 sm 

−1 / 3 ,

hich correspond to artificial and natural bottom with stones on

arth respectively. As it can be seen in Table 3 , the flow slows

own as Manning ′ s coefficient rises. A time lag also occurs: for

 ≥ 0.03 sm 

-1/3 the maximum speed in Trevize and Seldon Fretum

re respectively reached earlier and later than for the reference

ase while their is no global behaviour for n ≤ 0.02 sm 

-1/3 . As the

olumetric flow rate decreases through Seldon and Trevize Fretum,

he same also applies to the volume variation of each basin. As

as seen before, the latter has a significant impact on the position

f the amphidromic point and can modify the sea surface eleva-

ion accordingly. For instance, for n = 0 . 04 sm 

−1 / 3 , there is an am-

hidromic point both in Kraken 1 and 2 while for n = 0 . 01 sm 

−1 / 3 ,
and Ligeia Maria for H = 20 m (a) and H = 50 m (b). The white arrows show the 

 the amphidromic point: it is now located near the western shoreline of Kraken 1 

 and no tidal phase transition through Trevize Fretum. In both case, the tidal range 

-eastern part of Kraken 2. 
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Fig. 17. Volumetric flow rate through Seldon (a) and Trevize Fretum (b) over one Titan day for the reference case and the three depths implemented. In Seldon and Trevize 

Fretum, it is respectively positive towards Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare. The volumetric flow rate in Seldon Fretum is less sensitive to this parameter than that in Trevize but it 

still increases and is lagged when H varies. The volumetric flow rate in Trevize Fretum increases with H and a time lag appears. 

Fig. 18. Variation of volume in the basins of Kraken and Ligeia Maria over one Titan 

day. The impact of H on the volume variation is weak in Kraken 2 while it results 

mostly in time lag in Kraken 1. In Ligeia, the maximum volume variation increases 

by a factor of about 6 between H = 50 m and the reference case. 
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here is no amphidromic point (see Table 4 ). Modifying n thereby

esults in changes of the tidal range and phase almost everywhere

n the Maria: the tidal range decreases as n increases and, in

raken Mare, it can locally change due to the displacement of the

mphidromic point. Nevertheless, the maximum remains located

t the same place and occurs at the same time. 

.4. Influence of the artificial bathymetry 

As explained in Section 2.3 , a bathymetry map of Ligeia Mare

s available in the literature (see Fig. 9a of Hayes (2016) ). We

ereby discuss to what extent an artificial bathymetry is justifi-

ble by comparing our results obtained for the reference case to

hose predicted by our model when a bathymetry mimicking the

athymetry map shown in Fig. 9a of Hayes (2016) is implemented.

lthough the maximum depth is of the same order of magnitude

or both bathymetries, there is a feature similar to a seamount near

0 °N and Ligeia Mare is much deeper near the shore according

o the bathymetry map of Hayes (2016) , resulting in a higher to-

al volume of the sea. Increasing the total volume of Ligeia Mare

esults in a significant modification of the liquid exchanges with

raken Mare: the daily flow crossing Trevize is doubled. This re-

ults in almost no variation in Kraken 2: the maximum tidal range

s increased by 8 mm , there is small phase shift in the western

art of the basin, and the maximum volume variation slightly de-

reases. In Kraken 1, the maximum volume variation decreases by
2% and it occurs sooner in the tidal period. As seen previously,

uch modifications result in a displacement of the amphidromic

oint. The latter is now located 233 km westward of its location in

he reference case. In Ligeia Mare, there is a significant increase of

he maximum tidal range (7 cm) and maximum volume variation

it is doubled) but the tidal motion remains similar. The velocity

rientation can vary locally but its magnitude is globally smaller,

xcept in Trevize Fretum where it increases. 

Modifying the bathymetry of Ligeia Mare (and, hence, increas-

ng its total volume) results in variations with respect to our ref-

rence case, the main one being a significant modification of the

ow through Trevize Fretum and, hence, of the volume variation

n Ligeia Mare and Kraken 1. Regarding the tidal motion, the main

odification is the shift of the amphidromic point in Kraken 1.

evertheless, the global tidal motion remains similar to that of

he reference case: the tidal motions remain independent of each

ther in each basin and the main flow keeps its global orientation.

onsequently, we consider the artificial bathymetry as justifiable

or the simulation of Titan 

′ s northern seas as part of a sensitivity

tudy. 

.5. Influence of the bathymetry scaling factor 

Due to the uncertainties in the bathymetry, we also conducted

 study of the influence of Kraken Mare overall depth. To this end,

e created two additional bathymetries bathy A and bathy B (see

ection 2.4 ). 

As expected, modifying the total volume of Kraken Mare basins

esults in modifications of the volume variation and, hence, the

ow through Seldon and Trevize Fretum and the tidal phase. Di-

inishing/increasing the overall depth of Kraken Mare results in

 reduction/rise of the tidal range, volume variation and daily

ow rate through the straits. These effects are more significant in

raken 1 and 2 and in Seldon Fretum than in Ligeia Mare and

revize Fretum (see, for instance, the values in Table 3 ). For in-

tance, with bathy B , the tidal range decreases by 9 cm at its max-

mum while it decreases by less than 2 cm in Ligeia Mare. As

ointed out previously, modifications of the volume variation re-

ult in significant modifications of the tidal phase in the basins. For

athy A , it results in a shift of the amphidromic point of 334 km

estward while the pattern of the tidal phase remains similar in

raken 2 and Ligeia Mare although the value of the tidal phase

t a given location varies (see Fig. 19 (a)). For instance, the maxi-

um sea surface elevation occurs 0.055 TD later than in the refer-

nce case. For bathy B on the other hand, the amphidromic point
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Fig. 19. Tidal range (in m) and tidal phase (white lines, with a 15 ° spacing) in Kraken and Ligeia Maria for bathy A (a) and bathy B (b). The white arrows show the direction 

of the tide. The maximum tidal range remains located in the south-eastern part of Kraken 2. The displacement of the amphidromic point in Kraken 1 is noticeable likewise 

the one which appears in Kraken 2. 
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shifts by 271 km north-westward in Kraken 1 and a second am-

phidromic point appears in Kraken 2 (see Fig. 19 (b)) which results,

among other things in a maximum sea surface elevation occurring

0.075 TD sooner than in the reference case. 

Using bathy A or bathy B can also result in local variations of

the flow orientation (although the global patterns remain simi-

lar) and magnitude: the maxima remain located in the straits but

they occur at different moments of the day. For instance, in Tre-

vize Fretum, the maximum speed respectively increases/decreases

for bathy A / bathy B . 

Those results allow us to conclude that modifying significantly

the total volume of Kraken Mare has a significant effect on the

liquid exchanges between the basins and, hence, on their volume

variation and tidal phase but the tidal motions remain independent

of each other in each basin and the main flow keeps its global ori-

entation. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Influence of the model parameters 

Due to uncertainties about the specific environment of Ti-

tan, various parameters of the model are poorly constrained.

Some of them such as the mean density are not considered here

( Vincent et al. (2016) showed that their influence is not significant

on the tides) while others such as the attenuation factor and the

roughness coefficient for bottom friction are discussed in this sec-

tion. In addition to these parameters, the influence of the depth of

Trevize Fretum and the overall bathymetry of Kraken Mare, which

are unknown to this day, are also discussed. 

The depth of Trevize Fretum has a significant impact on

the tidal response of the Maria. Indeed, modifying the depth

of this strait results in variations of the sea surface elevation,

fluid velocity, and tidal phase and range in both Ligeia Mare

and Kraken Mare. The results obtained with the four depths

(three constant depths and the reference case) show that the vol-

ume variation of Kraken 2, Ligeia Mare, and, to a lesser extent,

Kraken 1 significantly varies with the depth of Trevize Fretum.

Tokano et al. (2014) reached similar conclusions about the depth

of Seldon Fretum: it significantly impacts the volume variation of
oth basins of Kraken Mare. They also observed the same induced

ariations: displacement of the amphidromic point(s), local modi-

cations of the sea surface elevation, modification of the speed in

he straits, and time lag up to 0.25 TD . 

As explained in Section 2.2 , solid tides attenuate the liquid tides

n the surface seas, which is taken into account in this work by

eans of an attenuation factor γ 2 . The tidal range linearly varies

ith γ 2 while the fluid velocity in the straits behaves as a semi

arabola with respect to γ 2 (see Fig. 11 ). Changing γ 2 also results

n displacement of amphidromic point(s) in both basins of Kraken

are (but not in Ligeia Mare). Nevertheless, this seems to be a

henomenon induced by another effect: when γ 2 increases, the

olumetric flow rate through Seldon and Trevize Fretum and the

olume variation in each basin also rise, which influences the lo-

ation of the amphidromic point(s) and the tidal phase and range. 

The bathymetry of Kraken Mare mostly impacts the tidal mo-

ion in Kraken Mare but it also slightly impacts that in Ligeia Mare.

ultiplying the scaling factor used to compute the bathymetry (see

ection 2.3 ) by a factor 2 results in displacement and appearance

f amphidromic points in both Kraken Mare basins, which can be

elated to the significant variation of the flow rate in the straits

inking the basins. The tidal range, maximum volume variation and

ow through the strait increase with the scaling factor. 

The influence of the bottom friction is related to the value of

anning ′ s coefficient: for n ≥ 0.03 sm 

-1/3 , the fluid velocity de-

reases as n increases while for smaller values, no clear pattern

an be observed. The consequences of this modification are mostly

ignificant in the straits such as Trevize and Seldon Fretum: it

esults in variations of the liquid exchanges between the basins

f the Maria. As seen previously, such variations induce signif-

cant displacement of amphidromic point(s) (leading to the ap-

earance/disappearance of such points) and local modifications of

he sea surface elevation and tidal range. For instance, the maxi-

um sea surface elevation decreases by 0.035 m between n = 0 . 03

m 

-1/3 and n = 0 . 06 sm 

-1/3 (see Table 3 ). 

Consequently, in order to accurately predict the tides of the

orthern seas, one would need an accurate knowledge of the

traits linking the seas: the depth and the roughness of the bottom

oth have a significant impact on the liquid exchanges between the
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asin and, therefore, on the tides of the northern seas. The inter-

al structure of Titan and rheology properties of the layers need

lso to be accurately known in order to predict as accurately as

ossible the value of γ 2 . An accurate bathymetry is not needed

o predict the global picture but is necessary to predict the local

ow velocity and the local flow patterns. Depending on the goal

f the study, an artificial bathymetry similar to the one used in

his article is justifiable. Nevertheless, such an artificial bathymetry

ould be improved if a nearshore bathymetry similar to that de-

ived by Hayes et al. (2010) in Ontario Lacus was available. Indeed,

revious results show that, at least in Ontario Lacus, the tidal re-

ponse computed with such a bathymetry was close to the tidal

esponse predicted with a bathymetry derived from the SAR data

see Vincent et al., 2016 ). 

.2. Density variation between the basins 

Although the value of the mean density does not significantly

mpact the model results, spatial or temporal variations of the den-

ity would result in significant additional forcing due to the result-

ng density gradient. Local variations could be induced by mete-

rological events such as precipitation and evaporation or due to

he vertical profile of the absorption of sunlight. Such phenomena

ere previously studied by Tokano and Lorenz (2016) . According to

heir results, the flow in the straits linking the basins of the north-

rn seas is weaker (by about one order of magnitude) than that

nduced by the tides while it can be larger in the middle of the

asins depending on the light extinction coefficient. There could

lso be a liquid composition difference between Ligeia Mare and

raken Mare due to surface temperature variation with the lati-

ude ( Lorenz, 2014 ). Such a liquid composition variation between

raken Mare and Ligeia Mare, if exists, would result in significant

ensity gradient and imply that the tidal mixing between Ligeia

are and Kraken Mare is too weak to overcome the precipita-

ion/evaporation forcing difference between those seas. The gra-

ient would significantly modify the flow in Trevize Fretum and,

ence, the liquid exchanges between Ligeia Mare and Kraken Mare.

uch density counterflows are also encountered on Earth (e.g. in

he Strait of Gibraltar). Nevertheless, the tides can be studied apart

rom this phenomenon as it does not modify the tidal forcing nor

he parameters of this model. 

.3. Shoreline 

We implemented the shoreline from Radar images. Neverthe-

ess, the whole shoreline is not mapped in high resolution which

akes it difficult to accurately draw it. Moreover, the Radar in-

erprets some shallow areas as dry ground. This results in un-

ertain shorelines. For instance, our implementation differs from

okano et al. (2014) in various respects: 

• Trevize Fretum is implemented as an elongated (200 km) nar-

row (15 km) strait with small channels near Ligeia outlet in-

stead of a set of short (150 km) and narrow (20 km) straits. 
• The link between both basins of Kraken Mare next to Seldon

Fretum is represented by two narrow channels instead of a

wide connexion with two small islands. 
• We took into account some islands ignored by

Tokano et al. (2014) : in the southern part of Ligeia Mare,

the middle of Kraken 2, and the east of Kraken 1 (see Fig. 1 in

Tokano et al. (2014) ) 

The interpretation of Lorenz et al. (2014) is different from

oth ours and Tokano ′ s: the global shape of the shoreline and

he islands of Lorenz et al. (2014) are closer to that used by

okano et al. (2014) but our implementation of Seldon and Tre-

ize Fretum is closer to that of Lorenz et al. (2014) than to that
f Tokano et al. (2014) . Such variations of the shoreline are doubly

mportant because our bathymetry (as well as Tokano ′ s) depends

n the distance to the shore. Consequently, taking into account an

sland or ignoring it can significantly modify the bathymetry. Ad-

itionally to this effect, the shape of the seas can locally generate

igh speed currents (near a cape or a peninsula) and the shape

width and length) of a strait has a significant impact on the liquid

xchanges between the basins. In order to enhance the quality of

ur predictions, a more accurate map of the northern seas shore-

ine would be needed. Unfortunately, this will request another mis-

ion as Cassini has now fallen into Saturn. 

.4. Comparison with previous results 

The tidal response of Ligeia and Kraken Maria has already been

tudied by means of numerical simulation by Tokano (2010) and

okano et al. (2014) . In this section, we compare our re-

ults obtained for the reference case with the predictions of

okano et al. (2014) . First of all, we will list the discrepancies be-

ween our model and that used by Tokano et al. (2014) . Then, we

ill compare our results. 

In terms of model design, the main difference is that

okano et al. (2014) used a 3D baroclinic ocean circulation model

hile we used a 2D barotropic shallow water model. Nevertheless,

lthough Tokano ′ s model is better suited to study complex interac-

ions, it is usually not necessary to have recourse to a 3D model to

redict the tidal response of a sea. There are also some minor dis-

repancies in the shoreline of the Maria which results in local vari-

tions of the bathymetry. For instance, in Seldon Fretum, the depth

cales with the distance to the shore and the maximum is about

6 m while Tokano et al. (2014) implemented a constant depth of

2 m and the shape of the straits slightly varies (see Section 5.3 ).

espite these discrepancies, the main parameters are similar: the

ame forcing is applied, γ2 = 0 . 1 , and the depth scales with the

istance to the shore. 

In both simulations, the tide propagates in the same direc-

ion (i.e. anticlockwise in Kraken 1, westwards in Ligeia Mare be-

ween perikron and perikron + 0.25 TD , ...), there is a sharp tran-

ition in sea surface elevation in the strait linking both basins of

raken Mare ( η is positive at one outlet and negative at the other

t perikron and 0.25 TD later), and an amphidromic point is ob-

erved in Kraken 1 in the same area (the small variation of posi-

ion could be due to the modification of volume variation in this

asin (it has a significant influence on the position of such a point,

ee Section 4.2 )). The tidal range predicted in each Mare is max-

mum at the same location as in Tokano et al. (2014) although

t is slightly smaller (0.29 m instead of 0.37 m) in Kraken Mare

nd slightly larger (0.14 m instead of 0.1 m) in Ligeia Mare. This

ould be due to the difference in the shape of the small chan-

els near Seldon Fretum ( Tokano et al. (2014) implemented it as

 wider connection, resulting in larger liquid exchanges between

oth basins of Kraken Mare) and Trevize Fretum. This can be seen

y comparing the maximum volume variation of each basin: al-

ost the same magnitude is predicted in Ligeia Mare (2.5 km 

3 

ersus about 2 km 

3 for Tokano et al. (2014) ) while we predicted

 smaller one in both basins of Kraken Mare (this could be due

o the fact that the bathymetry of Seldon Fretum is significantly

ifferent). The sea surface elevation at perikron and 0.25 TD after

erikron are close to those predicted by Tokano et al. (2014) but

here are also some differences: η is high/low at the same loca-

ions but the magnitude can vary locally. For instance, the eleva-

ion predicted by our model at perikron is smaller in the south-

astern part of Kraken 2 and can be slightly larger in the eastern

art of Ligeia Mare. The tidal currents predicted by both models

re also similar: it is small offshore and maximum in the strait

here it can reach 0.36 m/s and 0.14 m/s according to our model
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and to Tokano et al. (2014) (for a depth of 12 m). The difference in

Seldon Fretum strait between the implementations could explain

such variations. In the straits, the velocity is directed towards the

area where η is the smaller. In conclusion, our results are close to

those of Tokano et al. (2014) . Although some discrepancies occur,

they can be linked to the differences between the models, partic-

ularly to the variations in the shape and depth of the two main

straits, Trevize and Seldon Fretum. Both models have their advan-

tages, that of SLIM being the higher resolution used to represent

the shoreline, the wide range of parameters values studied, and

the use of tracers to study the liquid exchanges. 

6. Applications and future missions 

As discussed previously, there are a few parameters which re-

main poorly constrained. One way of improving our model is to

get additional data in order to constrain these parameters. Unfortu-

nately, Cassini reached the end of its life and fell into Saturn during

its “Grand finale”. Consequently, providing further data about Titan

requests to plan further mission(s). So far, various proposals have

been discussed: a drifted capsule (TiME, see Lorenz et al., 2012 ),

an orbiter and a lake probe (E2T, see Mitri et al., 2014 ), a subma-

rine (Titan sub, see Hartwig et al., 2016 ), and an orbiter (Oceanus,

see Sotin et al., 2017 ). Among these missions, several ( Lorenz et al.,

2012; Mitri et al., 2014; Hartwig et al., 2016 ) plan to send a vehi-

cle in the northern seas. In order to organise such missions, various

above-mentioned results are of high interest: the tidal range is of

interest in knowing whether a floating capsule like the Titan Mare

Explorer (or related European proposals) could be grounded and

refloated from the beach or a tidal flat over a tidal cycle; a particle

tracking model can predict the position of a capsule as a function

of time and landing time and position; the tidal flow is of interest

in order to size the propulsion system of a boat/submarine that

should overcome the current in Trevize/Seldon Fretum or to assess

over what fraction of the tidal cycle a submarine could or could

not sail through the straits. 

These missions could improve significantly our knowledge of Ti-

tan. Among the observations/data that could be provided, some of

them would be useful for our model: 

• An orbiter could detect the tides of the surface seas with a pre-

cision altimeter and provide a map of the sea surface elevation

as a function of time. Such observations on Earth have been

able to constrain internal processes in the oceans such as the

tidal dissipation (e.g. Egbert and Ray, 20 0 0 ). 
• An orbiter could provide images in the visual band of the sur-

face lakes and seas. Such images could be used to predict the

surface flow of the sea (see, e.g. Delandmeter et al., 2017 ) by

means of Particle Image Velocimetry ( Chen, 2011 ) or by Global

Optimal Solution ( Tseng et al., 2012 ). 
• An orbiter could isolate the crustal response to constrain γ 2 by

means of altimetry/gravimetry. 
• A sounder could constrain the bathymetry of the northern seas

(presently details on Kraken are particularly lacking) with a

high resolution. If we pay interest to the global behaviour, a

structured grid of 2–3 km resolution would be enough but a

higher resolution would be needed in Seldon and Trevize Fre-

tum and in specific areas such as Moray Sinus or at the Magic

Islands emplacements. To this end, there are at least two rele-

vant kinds of sounder: 

– A radar system, operating from orbit (or from an aerial plat-

form) could possibly detect a discontinuity in dielectric con-

stant. 

– An acoustic sounder (depth sounder/sonar) on a vehicle

on/in the sea would detect a discontinuity in acoustic

impedance (e.g. Arvelo and Lorenz, 2013 ). 
a
A sharp change in composition or temperature could yield de-

tectable reflections to either type of instrument, but in each

case the reflection at such a liquid–liquid interface would likely

not be so severe as to suppress the echo from the much

stronger dielectric/acoustic contrast between liquid and the

solid seabed. 
• A lander with a view of the shoreline could constrain the tidal

motion at some specific locations allowing for time series of sea

surface elevation and velocity at these points. 
• A submarine or a floating capsule could constrain the liquid

composition and the stratification of the surface seas and study

the tidal current. 

Such data/observations could be used to constrain the value of

he parameters. Furthermore, it would provide data that could be

sed as input(s) for other model(s) and to study accurately lo-

al phenomena. For instance, providing the flow velocity, sea sur-

ace elevation, temperature and composition along a line joining

he shore of Ligeia (Kraken) Mare away from the outlet/inlet of

he strait would allow one to study Trevize Fretum accurately (i.e.

ith a high resolution mesh) by means of a 3D oceanographic

odel. 

. Conclusion 

Hydrocarbon filled liquid bodies have been known to exist

n Titan 

′ s surface since Cassini radar observations from 2006

 Stofan et al., 2007 ). In this paper we studied the tidal response of

he two largest seas, namely Kraken Mare and Ligeia Mare, which

re linked by a strait called Trevize Fretum. To do so, we used

LIM ( http://www.climate.be/slim ), a model previously adapted to

itan conditions ( Vincent et al., 2016 ). A sensitivity analysis with

espect to various poorly constrained parameters such as the bot-

om friction, the depth of Trevize Fretum, the overall depth of

raken Mare, and the attenuation factor due to the sea bottom

idal deformations was conducted. This study brings further in-

ight in the liquid exchanges between the basins and the influ-

nce of these parameters on the tidal response of the northern

eas. 

Our model predicts an independent tide, with an exact pe-

iod of 1 TD (Titan Day), in each basin of Kraken Mare and Ligeia

are. In the northern basin of Kraken Mare, the tide rotates an-

iclockwise around an amphidromic point located in its south-

astern part. The tidal phase suggests that, to a large extent, the

idal motion in Kraken 1 and Ligeia Mare can be represented by

 sloshing wave mode. Indeed, in these basins, the tidal phase

s nearly uniform over large geographical areas while there are

trong variations over the straits connecting those basins with

raken 1. The maximum tidal range (about 0.29 m) is located in the

outh-eastern part of the southern basin of Kraken Mare and oc-

urs 0.31 TD after perikron (high tide)/apokron (low tide). The fluid

peed is one order of magnitude larger in Trevize and Seldon Fre-

um than offshore in Kraken or Ligeia Mare. The maximum in each

trait respectively is 0.24 and 0.36 m/s. No resonance phenomenon

as observed in the northern seas. Some of the seas eigenmodes

orrespond to coastal trapped waves or to funnel shaped reso-

ance but their periods are much smaller than the tidal period.

he maximum volume variation in both basins of Kraken Mare

re about three times larger (respectively 8.9 km 

3 for the northern

ne and 9.2 km 

3 for the southern one) than that of Ligeia Mare

about 2.5 km 

3 ). These results are overall rather similar to those

f Tokano et al. (2014) , suggesting that a 2D model is adequate

or modelling many aspects of Titan 

′ s tides and may be better for

arametric studies since it is less computationally demanding than

 3D model. 

http://www.climate.be/slim
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We studied the influence of Trevize Fretum depth, of the

athymetry scaling factor α, of the attenuation factor γ 2 and of

he bottom friction. They have a significant influence on the tidal

esponse of each basin, mainly by modifying the liquid exchanges

etween the basins. Indeed, modifying the depth of Trevize Fre-

um logically leads to changes of the liquid exchanges through the

trait. The bottom friction has an impact on the speed: as the bot-

om friction increases, the speed decreases (and consequently the

iquid exchanges through the straits). Increasing γ 2 (and thereby

he forcing) results in larger liquid exchanges. The bathymetry scal-

ng factor modifies the volume ratio between Kraken Mare and

igeia Mare as well as the total amount of liquid in Kraken Mare

hich, in turns, modifies the liquid exchanges. Such variations lead

o the displacement of amphidromic point(s) in both basins of

raken Mare, significant time lag, and can modify the location at

hich the tidal range is maximum. 
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